Gossip site
draws mixed
responses

MULTICULTURALISM ON CAMPUS

Sit-inchallengescommunityto listen and act

By ALEXANDER RICHARDS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

On February 4, 2004 , social-networking site Faccbook was launched ,
ushering in a new era of college life
full of publicl y available incnminatng photographs, inappropriate wall
posts and other reputation-tarnishing
devices. Over the years, college students across the country have learned
to deal with this new phenomenon by
idjusting privacy settings, taking
down their pages and so on.
In August 2007, a new website
geared toward college students
-¦merged , the controversy around
which would come to rival, if not surpass , that of Facebook.
This website-JuicyCampus—allows
anyone to post with almost complete
anonymity on the site. Posts are organized on a campus-by-campus basis,
though there is no verification process
[fiat confirms that posters are students
il a given college or university. As of
this fall semester, the College is now
one of 500 campuses supported by the
gossipwebsite.
Topics on the Colby page have
tanged from "Slutticst Off-Campus
House" and "Grossest Bitch You
Hooked Up With" to "Novembers
Colby Bookstore Book of the Month"
and "WoW [World of Warcraft] meetups?" JuicyCampus allows users to
sort discussions based on popularity,
number of votes, most viewed, and
most agreed upon. Currently, the top
discussed threads for Colby are
Hottest Guy on Campus," "Campus
Creepers" and "hottest sports team."
Over the last two or so months ,
Colby 's JuicyCampus page has gen-

It appears to
have become
not so much a
forum for gossip
but rather a way
to publicly
humiliate your
friends.
Dylan Perry

Class of 2009

erated over four pages of discussion
lopics. However, it is nearly impossible to singularly classify these
'dreads, as their content and demeanor
v ary so greatly. On the one hand, certain topics appear to be blatantl y sarcastic , such as the "WMHBcrack
pipe " topic, in which two students,
me claiming to have "found crackpipe (or what looks like it!!!) in
u.mhb" discuss how to return said
niece of parap hernalia to its rightfuf
nwner. The thread continues, with one
tudent replying "yo its mine how do
vou want to handle this?" which generated the reply (supposedl y from the
ang inal poster) "miller steps 4pm ok?
ill be the one with the crackpipe."
Other topics, however, take on a
much more hateful or slanderous tones.
One topic, entitled "ten tips for freshman," claims that , *'you[' re] all
sluts...get tested at the he[a]lth center
bitches...cast quad was better when
ihere were freshic sluts in it." Other
threads personally attack specific students, primarily based on allegations
regarding their sexual activity or orientation.
Responses to various topics vary in
i-ontent and tone. In "Ways to be
cool ," the topic 's original poster asks,
What is the best way to be cool?
Drinking? Smoking? Drugs? Unprotected sex? Please let me know, 1 just
want to be cool." Responses varied
from "Guys: provide alcohol to all the
slutty girls!" and "racism directed towards ethnic cleansing" to "be yourself, this isn 't high school." In another
See JUICY , Page 2

CAflOmVE OCKSW/TME cotar ccno

Students, faculty and staff staged a sit-in on Thursday in Pulver Pavilion in an attempt to spark campus debate-

By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In protest of the "unacceptable atmosphere on Colby 's campus," concerned faculty, staff and students
staged a sit-in last Thursday, November 7 in Pulver Pavilion. From 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m., those walking through
the student union encountered the protesters sitting silently on the floor in
the middle of the main thoroughfare.
Most wore black t-shirts with signs
reading "Listen" taped to them and
held signs with slogans like "Silent no
more." Some had duct tape covering
their mouths. Others distributed letters
addressed to the Colby Community.
This particular response to recent
campus events has triggered a rush of
conversation among the community,
on the Civil Discourse list server, in
classes and several open forums
scheduled for later this week.
PLANNING

The sit-in was planned by a core
group of about 25 to 30 students who
began to communicate by e-mail chain
during the weekend of Sunday, Nov. 2.

The group organized a meeting on
Sunday night to discuss the insulting
nature of the "Comedy Campaign
Trail" performance and culturally insensitive Halloween costumes. As they
wrote in their letter to the community,
planners were concerned chiefly by
"[a] succession of offensive events—specifically, the Comedy Campaign
Trail , the Lu 'au, the Cinco de Mayo
event and the Country Club themed
weekend-—[that] have marginalized
entire groups of students."
Sit-in planners, like Jeronimo
Maradiaga '09J. stressed that this
group was not concerned only with issues of race. In referring to the "concerned students" orchestrating the
event , "When we say 'we,' we refer to
people of all races, genders, sexual onentationsi* he said. The sit-in was not
sponsored by one particular campus
group, but represented a conglomerate
of individuals . "Fifty people all came
into this with different motivations and
reached a consensus on what was feasible," Paolo Pepe '09 said. "This was
an individualized thing."
After four meetings and many hours
of discussion and planning, the group

decided to stage a sit-in on Thursday,
inviting others to join in by word of
mouth and personal e-mails. The intent
was to be visible for the entire campus
to see, hence the choice of location in
Pulver. "We didn 't want to use listserves," he said. "We were afraid of interference from the administration. We
didn 't want anyone to stop us "
THE SIT-IN

By Thursday, about 130 people
committed to participating. They met
outside the Students Organized for
Black and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU)
office at 11:20 and proceeded into
Pulver. By most counts, about 150 to
200 people total participated at various points throug hout the two and a
half hours, many joining in as they
walked through.
Immediate response to the sit-in
varied. According to Rebecca Lynch
*09, "Most of the students...were
great. They either looked on and didn 't make any kind of gesture and
weren 't antagonistic. Or they took the
paper from whoever was handing it
out, said 'thank you ,' smiled, we got a
couple thumbs up. The broader com-

munity was comfortable with it.'
"Then there were people who turned
away at the doors ," Pepe said. Some
students walked around the Pugh Center, avoiding Pulver. "There were a few
unfortunate instances where maybe
peop le laughed at us or stepped
through us or were nasty to people
handing out the papers," Lynch said.
"Some were in positions of power on
campus and that 's really unfortunate."
Dean of Students Jim Terhune
chose to join in with the protesters. "It
was easy and obvious to join in that
sort of demonstration," he said. Terhune felt compelled to participate because he believes in making the
campus a more inclusive place. "Sitting there , I could hear some of the
chatter going on outside," he said.
"There was a sense from some folks
of a reluctance to participate, because
they took issue with one or two of the
aspects on the hand-out."
Terhune said that he felt that anyone
who supportedthe genera!issue brought
to light by the sit in—"the idea of openness and acceptance and supporting
every member of the community"—
wouldn 't let minor disagreements of
rhetoric stop them from engaging.
Near the end of the sit-in , Jacob
Roundtrec ' 10, who did not participate, broke the silence and addressed
the group. According to Roundtree, he
essentially said that "this approach
was very divisive. It struck fear in the
ears of those who might disagree. It
wasn 't much by way of dialogue."
A fter he spoke, people applauded
him. "Others were too scared to say
anything," he said. "[The decision to
speak] wasn't to provoke a response,
but because I felt so strongly against
it. Who would I be to remain silent?"
THE HISTORY

According to sit-in planners, this
particular demonstration was a long
time coming. "There was no one leadup to it," Maradiaga said. "It 's the accumulation of years upon years of
things that have gone on on this campus. This isn 't a new problem. What 's
new is that we're speaking about it."
Professor and Director of Education
Mark Tappanhas been at the College for
18 years and has witnessed a number of
similar events. He helped create a website
called "The Untold Story: Activism and
Social
Justice
at
Colby"

(www.coiby.edu/education/activism),
which includes a timeline and details of
various activist events concerning diversity and socialjustice. "This sit-in wasone
of the mostwell-organized and effective
forms of civil disobedience" that Tappan
said he has seen at the College.
He compared this sit-in to one that
occurred in 1999, where students
See SIT-IN, Page 3
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"Comedy show prompts
outcry on the Hill"

"Many students left the comedy
show on November 1 outraged
over what some called a rode and
abrasive performance for the
show's racial, urban, religious and
sexual insensitivity.
The "Comedy Campaign Trail,"
brought to campus by the Student
Programming Board (SPB), was
supposed to be a mock debate
touting political satire on the last
weekend before Election Day in
Page Commons."
9.23.08
"Editorial: Conversations
we need to be having **
"This week, we felt we couldn't ignore the controversy surrounding the Student
Programming Board's use of a
Hawaiian Lu'au theme for this
fall's Loudness dance. However,
in an attempt to editorialize on it .
we found that we on the Echo editorial board could not reach a
consensus on how to approach
the issue."
9.9.08
"In defense of the
Hawaiian lu 'au "
"As a Native Hawaiian, I was
greatlyoffendedby the execution
of the lu'au theme of this year's
Loudness. Instead of researching
and creating an event mat accurately reflected what a Hawaiian
lu'au is, SPB chose to resort to
base and negative stereotypes.
Nothing about the Loudnessdance
was reflective of a Hawaiian lu'au.
Their promotionaltechniques effectively mockedan entire race of
people and our way of life."

Journalist speaks on election media coverage

Huff ington Post
editor discusses
politica l climate
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS EDITOR

Visiting Lovejoy Journalist, Tom
Edsall of the Huffington Post, an internet newspaper, has spent the beginning
of his week on the Hill visiting classes

and meeting with students and professors. On the evening of Tuesday, November 11 . students , faculty and
community members gathered to hear
Edsall speak about the role of the media
in the 2008 Presidential Election.
Political Editor of the Huff ington
Post and a professor at Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism, Edsall is visiting the College as
the third in a series of visiting journalists brought to campus by a grant
awarded to the College by the Knight
Foundation.

ROB KIEWI/TH£ COUP/ ECNC

Faculty and students gathered to hear political editor Tom Edsall lecture.

As guests arrived, they were given
two handouts to examine. One featured an excerpt from an article by
Michael S. Malonc condemning the
bias he perceived in the media's coverage of the presidential election and
the other reproduced headlines for
three articles run by various news organizations the previous day. Edsall,
who feels that the majority of individual journalists hold liberal views, asserted that bias in the news was more
complicated. "There is a tilt in media
[but it is] less a bias than the way we
sec the world ," Edsall said.
Citing the perceptionof the New York
Times as a liberal publication , Edsall
emphasized that the broader effects of
this world view is the loss of objective
news. "There is no arbiter in terms of
right and wrong," Edsall said. "The purpose [of the media] should be truth "
Notably, with the upsurge of blogs and
the dismantling of media monopolies,
people arc able to find news that fits
with their particular views, Edsall said
According to Edsall, when people cannot agree on the facts, legitimate political debate becomes impossible.
Similarly, during a lunch with members of the Colby Democrats and Republicans earlier in the week, Edsall
noted the diminished level of political
weight the Afew York Times now holds.
Because of the slant of various media
sources, and the tendency to shop for
sources in agreement with our own
views, people tend to insulate themselves
from views that would challenge their
own. Unlike previouspresidents, who reacted to negative Timesarticles immediately. Bush was able to dismiss articles

as liberal propaganda, Edsall said
Much of Edsall's talk on Tuesday,
however, focused on the issues currently facing the Democratic and Republican bases. "This is the first time
since 1968 that wedge issue strategies
haven 't worked," Edsall said. "They
were out there... but they didn't stick
which is both unusual and holds sig-

nificance. " Edsall was quick to note,
however, that this does not mean the
Democratic Party has solidified a new
base. The young age of many new
Democratic Party bodes well for future
candidates. "[Barack] Obama's losses
are highest in the 65+ age group," EdSee LOVEJOY, Page 2

THIS WEEK'S ECHO

War crime policy discussed Reforms planned by SGA
I STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Diplomat urges
US accountability
and transparency
By DOUG PROCTOR
NEWS STAFF

Clint Williamson . United States
Ambassador at Large for War
Crimes Issues, spoke to students on
ihe Hill about his role in the world
of international justice last Thursday Williamson was one of the first
four prosecutors at the International
Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1994. a court
that has grown to over 700 prosecutors today
In his role. Williamson does not
quite tit the typical diplomatic mold.
His foreign policy functions to promote the United States ' position
around the world and to ensure that
the U.S. is on the forefront of the
"relativel y new phenomenon " of
"international justice " are paired
with the responsibility to engage
other countries around the world to
take action in places where atrocities have occurred 01 have the potential to occur.
"The United States is not currentl y
a member of the International Cnminal Court," (ICC) Williamson said
"During negotiations for the Rome
treaty, the U.S. expressed concern
about not having adequate checks and
balances on the prosecutor The U.S.
wanted U.N. Security Council oversight on prosecutors to safeguard
against political prosecutions."
The United States is not alone in its
refusal to join the ICC. Currently, a number of countriesincluding Russia, China
and India have declined membership.
One goal of the ICC. Williamson
noted in his lecture, is "to make sure
that leaders of countries arc held accountable for their actions." Trying to
bring everybody under the auspices of
the law proves, at times, to be a diffi-

Media bias
examined
From LOVEJOY Page 1

sail said. "When the Republicans were
doing bener with younger voters, they
loved [to see] Democrats dying "
Even before President-elect Obama
is sworn into office, political pundits
have begun to look to the future of both
parties. Notabl y, on a variety of key issues, the demographics of Democratic
votes are split. While Democrats do
w ell among both poor and wealthy voters, the party tends to struggle with
middle-class voters. Edsall predicts
this will make it difficult for Obama to
unite the party. Issues most pertinent to
poor voters are not necessarily the
same ones that will appeal to Obama 's
upper-class supporters, which "opens
[the party] up to the vulnerability of
Republican expertise." Edsall said.
When asked about black turnout in
the 2008 election. Edsall said it is unlikely to continue at the high level it
achieved in the current election. People are dm en to vote by "hate and
love." Edsall said. Voters are most
likel y to turn out if they feel personall y threatened, or if they identify or
respect a particular candidate.
As was demonstrated by the high
level of turnout and support Presidentelect Obama received on Election Day,
he was able to inspire the "love" to
which Edsall referred With expectations
high, pundits continue to follow Obama
closely as he preparesto take office

cult goal In many
African and Asian
countries, for examp le , the ICC 's
increasing presence is seen as a
kind of "neo-colon i a 1i sm ."
Williamson said.
The Western concept of law is not
the same as that in
Asia or Africa,
and as a result
many
governments there do not
always cooperate
with the ICC.
In dealing with
war
global
crimes violations .
Williamson advocated a fully
domestic judiciary. He emphasized, however ,
BOB KIEVIT/THE cot B v ECHO
that this is not al- Ambassador Clint Williamson speaks in Diamond.
ways possible.
According
to
Williamson, the next best option small clashes turn into widespreadviwould be a hybrid court system in olence. Williamson emphasized that
which international judges and pros- improving accountability mechaecutors are inserted into a domestic nisms is fundamental to ensuring
court. "The third approach is a full y peace and must be the final goal.
international court, such as the Without being able to say that everybody—even the top leaders of powICC." Williamson said.
In his own work , Williamson erful nations will be held
strives to change the way that war accountable—it will be impossible
crimes are dealt with from "reactive for the ICC to complete its "ultimate
to preventative." he added. "There arc challenge of making the words 'never
four areas in particular where we can again ' come to mean what they say."
and should be doing a bener job: mon- With a new administration running
itoring, implementing preventative the scene in Washington, D.C. come
measures, responding quickly to 2009, "European countries will be ex[changes on the ground], and ac- pecting the U.S. to join the ICC,"
countability
mechanisms." Williamson said. Williamson feels
Williamson believes that reliable this will improve foreign relations
sources, such as non-govcmmental and begin to "close the gaps that have
organizations (NGOs). are critical in grown between Europe and Amerproviding the information necessary ica." According to Williamson , ento avoid atrocities.
trance into the ICC would be a step
Another crucial
aspect of toward regaining credibility for the
Williamson 's job is to ensure that de- United States, and a step away from a
cisions are made promptl y before past reputation of hypocrisy.

echo

news in brief

Students to rally f or climate justice
A rally will be held this Saturday, Nov. 15 at 2:30 p.m. to engage the
local community and the local media on the human dimension of climate
change. Students will leave from Cotter Union and march to the Opera
House on Common Street.
The event is being organized by students enrolled in IN111: Human
Rights in Global Perspective, taught by current Oak Fellow Afsan Chowdhury "The framing of climate change as a violation of human rights is essential because the actors largely responsible are not those who are now
paying the price," student organizer Amerlia Swinton '10 said.
At the rally, Chowdhury will speak about climate justice in Bangladesh,
his native country, and call for strong U.S. leadership at the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen. "The US must take ownership for the huge proportion of global resources that it consumes,"
Swinton said. Professor Emeritus of Environmental Studies Tom Tietenberg will address the group on Maine 's leadership in climate action.
More information can be found at the classes ' website at:
http://wwH. colby.edu/academics_cs/goldfarb/oak/climate-justice.cfm
— Chelsea Eakin, Editor in Chief
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By DASH WASSERMAN
NEWS STAFF

Student Government Association
(SGA) PresidentPatrick Boland '09 sees
the SGA as "the student voice. We have
the ability to better the community."
So far Boland is pleased with the
progress SGA has made in the relatively short time students have been
on campus. Thus far in meetings this
year's SGA has held, it has passed
many motions and organized working
groups that it hopes will a fleet student
life on the Hill.
Reform is a major theme of SGA
this year. It has drafted a new constitution, which will change the way in
which elections are held. This new
constitution will include the first-year
representatives—new additions to
class representation. This refers to the
election of first year representatives,
something which has not been done in
the past A move that Boland said encourages participation—a new campaign that SGA is trying to emphasize
in order to represent all walks of campus life. In addition, the SGA is working to make all positions, except for
the Executive Board, elected. Boland
said this new constitutionwould make
SGA "more user-friendly, more open
and more democratic."
Some of the main issues SGA has
been dealing with involve reforming
the campus alcohol culture, revamping housing, and emphasizing green
practices on the Hill. Heights Dorm
President Byron Meinerth '09 said,
"SGA, especially the Executive
Board, realizes that 'green' is the future, for a clear number of reasons,
and it is essential for the College to be
on the forefront."
With regard to alcohol , SGA has
formed the Alcohol Working Group
to explore substance misuse by students. The goal of this group is to
promote responsible drinking and to
reduce out-of-control events on campus. One tentative proposal is to

overhaul the party registration
process and instead encourage students to adopt safer practices that
would protect themselves and ease
pressures put on campus security.
The concern of this working group is
to get students to "Party Right ,"
which is why many members of this
group helped to facilitate conversa-

The goal of SGA
is to bridge the
gap between
administration
and the student
body and I
really think
we're working
toward that.
Amy Dunlap '11

Woodman Dorm President

tions on alcohol use during first—
year orientation.
Housing remains another major
concern for students of all classes,
and SGA has been working toward
consolidating the concerns of students and those of the administration.
The newly-created Housing and Facilities Advisory Committee will
allow students to help dictate how
dorm damage is applied, how room
lottery is run and to revamp housing
currentl y available to students. SGA
is currently working out how to propose solutions toward problems such
as these, but, ultimately, these decisions require approval from the administration "The goal of SGA is to
bridge the gap between administration and the student body and I really
think we're working toward that,"
Woodman Dorm President Amy

Dunlap * 11 said.
Another stride for students: things
have been getting greener on
Mayflower Hill thanks to the Pesti
cides Working Group. A motion was
passed unanimously that required
PPD to use less harmful pesticides
announce when pesticides are used
and to also issue reports about the
chemicals used on campus. This
demonstrates that students truly do
have a voice in how the college is run
In addition to these three flagship
groups, SGA appoints over 70 students to numerous all-College committees. Tiicac tKHUUttttoa& hav<:
looked into issues such as letting students can receive free , confidential
AIDS tests without fear of social , financial or parental repercussions
While SGA has paid for this initiative
in the past, they would prefer that the
administration now absorb the cost
"This is a really important thing and
we've been able to bring that to students," Dunlap said.
Also, last year, student interest in
Arabic led SGA to pass a unanimous
motion recommending the establishment of a Middle Eastern studies
program. Boland , commenting on
the progress achieved thus far, said.
"It 's little things adding up to a student voice."
As far as goals for the future , an
airport shuttle for Thanksgiving
Break is in the works and the organization is planning to have one for
winter break. The SGA is also putting
together a Winter Carnival and hopes
to partner with organizations such as
the Student Programming Board.
Alumni Relations, iPlay, and other
groups on campus.
"We always listen to students and
take what they say and run with it,"
Boland said regarding his platform
along with SGA Vice President Cary
Finnegan '09.
SGA meetings are held every-othcr
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the alumni center
or Page Commons.

JuicyCampus posts trouble students
From JUICY, Page 1

thread, T.S. Eliot was listed as one
"overrated(hot/smart/chill) at Colby."
Other posters use the website to
voicetheir own personal dissent about
the type of slander posted on JuicyCampus. One user, claiming not to be
a student at the College, chastised
other posters in his topic by saying
"Wow you are all cowardly scum" and
warned students not to "forget karma...
watch what you think and say about
people because people will think the
same about you at some point." A
number of posters responded quite defensively with statements like "why
would you waste your time coming
onto some other school 's page to write
some dumb rant, no one cares."
The outcry against JuicyCampus,
however, is not limited to the Internet.
Georgetown University invited the
website's founder, Matt Wester, to its
campus to lecture and field questions
from concerned students, one of
whom described the website as
"racist, homophobic, and sexist"
When asked why JuicyCampus administrators did not censor posts that
were clearly malicious or false,
Ivester replied that "JuicyCampus is
all about the things that interest
[users] most in the manner that they
deem appropriate; we have from the
very beginning been against censorship...that's not something we're
going to do," though he admitted it
can occur in three instances: "spam,
i ampant hate speech, and [the posting
of personal] contact information."
Ivester claimed that his "vision" for
JuicyCampus "is that students will
start acting more responsibly, and
we'll have more discussions like this."
This diplomatic response echoes
the mission statement in the website's
"About Us" page, which professes that
the site's sole purpose is to promote
"the simple mission of enabling online
anonymous free speech on college
campuses." Yet the functional part of
the website encourages students to
post using slogans like "C'mon Give
us the Juice" and "This is the place to
spill the juice about all the crazy stuff
going on at your campus." Both of
these very prominent banners are followed with reminders that "posts are
totally, 100% anonymous" and that
**no registration
, login, or e-mail verification [is] required."
JuicyCampus' claim to be "100%
arKwrymous," however, may not be en-

tirely true. Last
March, a student
at Colgate posted
"anonymously"
about wondering
"if I could shut
down the whole
school by saying
I'm going to
shoot as many
people as I can in
my second class
tomorrow. I hope
I get more than
50." This post
was reported to
the administration , who in turn
contacted
the
state police. The
authorities then
traced the IP address used to
JUICYCAMPUS COM
make the post to
Colby is one of 500 colleges supported by JuicyCampus.
the computer of a
senior at Colgate,
who was subsequently arrested.
have become not so much a forum for
This instance aside, Ivester claims gossip but rather a way to publicly huthat his staff has worked to promote miliate your friends...clearly it 's all
further anonymity by ensuring that people talking...to get a quick laugh,
search engines cannot "crawl" the usually about a friend, rather than
website—that is, a Google search people actually talking trash [or]
with your name would not return re- spreading factual gossip." Perry besults from JuicyCampus.
lieves that both uses are "horrible,"
Thm far, the reaction by students but also believes that there is someon the Hill has been quite mixed. thing comical about it all.
Many students declined to comment
Though there was talk both on the
or requested not to be quoted, as they Student Government Association and
believed the website does not deserve among the administration about banany more "free publicity."
ning JuicyCampus. the College has
Other opinions were slightly less chosen not to ban the website from its
vehement. Douglas Piper ' 11 said that servers. Accordingly, some students
he 'does not support JuicyCampus," have taken matters into their own
and that "some of the posts were of- hands by posting excerpts from literfensive and should be removed." ary works in order to disrupt the norHowever, he believes that a "fair mal course of discussion on the site.
amount of the content [was] downBeyond such measures, JuicyCamright silly," adding, "how can you not pus has proven relatively resilient in
chuckle when a response to 'Who is remaining online. That is not to say.
overrated (hot/smart/chill) at Colby?' however, that the site is without its
is T.S. Eliot?" However, Piper feels trouble. In fact, JuicyCampus is comthat it may be "worth contemplating ing under a growing amount of legal
whether over-publicizing it like we pressure, including a subpoena of its
have been... outweighs the damage records by New Jersey consumer afJuicyCampus actually does to our fairs officials investigating claims of
community." He encouraged students consumer fraud this past March.
While the outcome of such measto "continue posting outraged remarks
on the discourse" and to keepin mind ures has yet to be fully revealed, it apthat "every blogger on the Internet is pears as if Ivcster's call for students to
exercising his or her right to the first "act more responsibly" may be the
amendment as well."
most viable solution of all for those
Dylan Perry '09 does not believe upset with this new addition to the
that JuicyCampus is even fulfilling its College web community.
role as a gossip website. "It appears to

Controversial events spark discussion of long-standing issues Grant helps
fund peace
projects
From SIT-IN, Page 1

gathered in former President William
Cotter 's office in Eustis, demanding

that the administration address the
problem of institutional racism at the
College. This led to the creation of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee and
the Committee on Race and Racism.

SPB to review selection of perf ormers

search into groups prior to their perASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
formances. "Most importantly, howThis year, the College's Student ever, discussions of cultural
Programming Board (SPB) has sensitivity will continue to occur
faced criticism surroundingthe level throughout the remainderof the year
of sensitivity surrounding their and into future years," Bellairs said.
In their own response, students
events. Most recently, the SPBsponsored "Comedy Campaign concerned by recent community
Trail" has raised questions regarding events such as the comedy show enthe organization's multicultural gaged in a sit-in in the Pulver Pavilawareness, and the role of SPB in ion on November 6. They vocalized
campus multicultural discourse. their concerns in a letter to "the
After the show deteriorated from po- Colby Community" in which they
litical satire into an offensive and said that the school "marginalizes
hurtful stand-up act, students at the entire groups of students." AccordCollege have taken it upon them- ing to the letter, "micro-aggressions"
selves to engage in active discussion against race, ethnicity,gender, sexuof issues surrounding multicultural- ality, religion and class must no
ism on campus and SPB is taking longer be ignored, and the letter went
steps to become more sensitive to on to make several demands of SPB,
these pertinent issues and to prevent the administration and the students
of the community.Of SPB, they defurther offensive events.
In the future, SPB plans to thor- manded transparency in the event
oughly vet outside performers be- planning process, that members of
fore they are brought to campus, as SPB participate in Campus Converwell as continue pertinent discus- sations on Race (CCOR) and include
sions on sensitive issues. Accord- "a clause that includes constrainton
ing to Assistant Director of entertainment groups regarding ofCampus Life and SPB advisor Jes- fensive statements based" on these
sica Dash , the offensive show pre- sensitive and personal issues. "We
sented at the College "was not further demand that for the next two
what was billed In this event" years an employee of the Dean of
However, while SPB may not have Students Office be present at events
intended, for the "Comedy Cam- to interpret said clause with the aupaign Trail" event to be distasteful, thority to withhold payment, if necfurther research by SPB organizers essary," the letter continued.
In response, SPB PresidentSarah
would have uncovered crude
standup work by individual come- Dallas '10 said in an e-mail to the
campus community detailing current
dians involved in the show.
Although two students from the plans to revamp SPB's cultural senSPB executive board were presentat sitivity,"I am planning to implement
the show, no immediate action was a new processbefore events are set
taken to shut down the performance. up and put on the calendar. It is
Thus, SPB has now been briefed on going to include doing more research
how to shut down an event that goes about the event and then presenting
wrong. "This is what should have it to our [Executive] Board which
been done for the comedy show when will discuss the event and then deit deviated too far from its original cide whether to go further in planpurpose, but the guidelines for shut- ning and putting on the event or if it
ting down an event sucK as this wens should' be dropped. rt The letter connot clearly established beforehand," cluded , "besides that not much has
SPB Social Chair Joseph Befiairs 'ft been put in place yet, thoughit will
said in an e-mail. "These guidelines be." The Executive Board meets
have now been explained to every every Tuesday and general board
meetings, held every other Monday
memberof SPB in great detail."
As a further precaution, SPB will at 7 p.m. in the Pugh Center, are
now conduct more extensive re- open to die public.
By ALLISON EHRENREICH

"This was aimed directly at the
administration and at the institution ," Tappan said. "What was interesting [about this year 's sit-in]
was that it occurred in Pulver. It was
a different message, directed not to
the institution, but to the whole student body."

By RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

THE DEMANDS AND CHALLENGES

The letter distributed to passers-by
in Pulver stated: "To challenge this
unacceptable atmosphere, we are
protesting the failure of the Colby
community to LISTEN and be moved
to make substantial change on campus
[...] This is our last day of silence." It
then listed demands of the Student
Programming Board (SPB) and the
administration and issued a series of
challenges to the student body.
'This letter was mostly about the administration doing something permanent to help bring about this change,"
Maradiagasaid. "It's funny how some
in the student body have inverted the
wording in our letter, saying we're
making demands on the student body.
Specifically they were challenges."
While the group made specific demands, the greater goal, according to
many of the sit-in planners, was to foster
conversation, and not, as many believe,
make othersfeel uncomfortable. While
each participanthaddifferentreasons for
doing so, most simply wanted to spark
the debate now being heard across campus and to raise awarenessfor how some
marginalized students feel.
"We were having theseconversations
in small groups of people," Kathcnne
Perez ' 10 said. "[There have been]a lot
of micro-aggressions [that] either we
experienceeverydayor peoplewe know
experienceeveryday. We were more or
less tired of having this conversation
ourselves. We wanted to get this conversation out there."
"We wanted to include the rest of
campus," Yanica Faust in '10 said,
agreeing with Perez. "That's the reason why we sat in the middle of our
student center. A lot of people felt like
we were attacking or singling them
out our alienating them. To those peop le I would say, 'What 's in you that
made you feel that way?' That wasn't
our intent" S ^ ^J T - "It's easy to latch on to whatwe did as
opposed to why we did it," Maradiagasaid.
THE RESPONSE

The response around campus has
been varied in both content and
form—students are reachingout using

CAHOUNE DICKSON/THE COtBY ECHO

Flyers f rom the sit-in detailed grievances and requested student support.
the Civil Discourse, planning events
on Facebook, through e-mails and
through direct conversation.
Student Government Association
President Patrick Boland '09 applauded the sit-in on the Discourse. "I
hear people say all the time that people are blowing this out of proportion
and that the entire discourse on race
and diversity is getting ridiculous," he
wrote on November6. "I, in fact, have
caught myself saying it at least once.
But it isn't. Being insensitive and
hurtful about race is part of the larger
problem of students not acting responsibly and taking ownership c\
their words. But the issue at hand right
now is race, and that is what we must
be talking about."
Studentsreflected on both the sit-in
itself and the larger concerns it raised
Many, such as Alexander Beach '12,
admired the efforts put into the sit-in
and agreed that awareness and toleranceare very important However, they
disagreed with the form the sit-in took.
"This was not a dialogue," Beach
wrote. "This was not a chance to educate people. This was an ultimatum, a
series of demands, and it was frightening to many. We have a right to free
speech in this country and telling people that they should censor what they
say is totalitarian in nature." Beach
wrote that while we should be aware
and respectful of differences, it should
not be mandated. Rather, it should
"come from our sensibility and moral
responsibility."
Others took the opposite stance.
"For me, the point of participating
was to make an impression on as
many people as possible. To surprise
them, make them a bit uncomfortable

perhaps, and get them talking," James
Violette ' 11 wrote. "It is time that
white kids felt uncomfortable on this
campus, and had their space invaded
and encroached upon."
This solicited a responsefrom many,
including Alexandra Freyer *09 who
asked, "How does an attempt at making
people feel uncomfortable allow people
to have 'courage' to talk about race?"
Nonetheless, most seem to agree
on one point: the importance of continuing the dialogue and of continuing
productive conversation.
President William D. Adams has invited the entire College community to a
forum on Thursday,November 13 at 7:30
p.m. in Page Commons to "discuss how
Colby might become a more supportive,
inclusive and awarecommunity."
Additionally, a coalition of concerned community members , including Head Residents, the
administration, faculty, SPB and
SOBHU , are hosting an event on
Wednesday, November 15 at 7 p.m.
in the Pugh Center. This will include
small group discussion facilitated by
members of Campus Conversations
on Race (CCOR) and faculty. According to Brian fCupke '09, who is
helping to organize the event , "This
is a warm-up for [Adams'] talk and
to continue dialogue through next
semester."
For the sit-in planners, this bodes
well. *T think the beautiful thing about
what came out of this [is that] people
are talking about this on the Discourse, in the hallways, in the dining
halls, in Cotter...[and] they're not
us," Lynch said. "Everyone is talking
about it That was the point—opening
the conversation to everyone."

Lecturer predicts nearing end of petroleum

ENERGY CRISIS

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Michael Klare, Five College Professor of Peace and World Security
Studies at Hampshire College and author of several books on energy, including Rising Powers. Shrinking
Planet, spoke on the Hill Monday
night about future oil supplies in a
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairsand
Civic Engagement-sponsored lecture.
Klare said that President-elect
Barack Obama will face a deteriorating economy, issues regarding
environmental degradation , fractured foreign policy and domestic
issues when he takes office in January, yet, "of all these challenges he
will face over the next four or eight
years, the one that will prove, 1 believe , the most difficult is energy,"
Klare said.
Energy is tied to all the issues of
climate change and a declining economy, Klare said. "Without an adequate supply of energy, our economy
cannot function. This pertains in particular to oil."
Klare believes that "we wouldn't
be embroiled in wars in the Middle
East... if it weren't because of our dependence on oil as a major source of
our energy." The U.S. has depended
on Middle Eastern oil since the presidency of Franklin Roosevelt The
1980 Carter Doctrine firmly established American intentions to obtain
Middle Eastern, declaring that the
United States would take all necessary means to secure oil from the
Middle East. However, "It 's also because of our ties to friendly oil
regimes in the Middle East like the
Saudi royal family that we're at such
great risk of terrorism in the Middle
East," Klare said.
The professor highli ghted the
United States' dependence on foreign
oil, citing three reasons why this is a
serious matter. "The first is that the
world's supply of oil is destined to

shrink. The second is that the competition for the shrinking supply of oil is
increasing, and the third is that what
remains of the supply of oil is overwhelmingly concentrated in areas of
instability and conflict."
Energy sources in abundance
within the United States are coal and
natural gas, according to Klare. Although both sources could be tapped
rapidly to meet increased demand
and compensate for declining oil supplies, the consequences of global
warming would be made even worse.
"If we increase our use of coal , we
condemn the planet to ever increasing rates of warming and the catastrophic consequences that would
bring upon us," he said.
Americans are more dependent on
oil than ever. "We drive more, we live
further from our points of work now
than we did in 1970," Klare said. "The
American way of life is a deceit a
delusion. It's a foreign-supplied way of
life made possible by oil from Mexico
and Venezuelaand Iraq and the rest of
the world." He predicted that Americans will import 70 percent of foreign
oil by 2020 or 2025 and added that
"even if we drill Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge or in the outer continental shelf, that will reduce the imports by two to three percent at most."
The "Petroleum Age," Klare believes, will end on November 12,
2008, when the International Energy
Agency (IEA) will release its World
Energy Outlook for 2008. "[The IEA
is] going to report that the rate of depletion of the world's oil fields is two
to three times greater than has ever
been previously reported and that
we're running out of oil much more
rapidly than previously thought ,"
Klare said. The world, he said,
reached a peak in oil production ,
which has begun a long decline.
Unconventional sources of energy,
such as tar sands and oil shale, will not
do much to offset an impending peak
in global oil production, according to

Klare. *There will be oil, yes, but not
the kind of abundance that made possible the motorization and suburbanization of America. That day is now
over," Klare said, and added that the
middle classes in China and India now
wish to emulate this style of growth.
Although the price of oil has now
fallen substantially due to the current
financial crisis, "once the economy
rebounds—and we all hope it will—
the IEA is predicting prices will go
back to that level and then continue
rising indefinitely because there's
simply not enough oil to satisfy all of
the world's consumers," Klare said.
As for alternative energy sources,
natural gas releases fewercarbon emissions, yet there is not enough natural gas
in die United States to meet demand and
it is expensive to transport Nuclear
power, Klare said, has "too many legal
and environmentalobstacles."
The answer to solving the energy
crisis, Klare said, is to create an energy alliance with China. "If we

don't work together
with
China to address the coal
problem, no
matter
how
much
we
make in this
country, we
are
still
doomed because China's
coal
carbon
emissions will
be so great in
2030 that the
planet will still
warm to the
point in which
there'll be no
hope to avertBEtH COLE/THE CWBV ECHO
ing the very Michael Klare addresses energy concerns in Diamond.
worst effects
of
global
warming because [China 's] emis- survival will be dependent on what
sions will be so vast," he said. "Our China does in energy."

Instead of receiving gifts on her
100th
birthday,
philanthropist
Kathryn Wasserman decided to give
one. In 2006, she donated one million
dollars to 100 college students, each
of whom had developed a plan to promote peace. The project , now in its
third year, is titled Davis Projects for
Peace, and the College is one of the
eighty-five United World College
(UWC) affiliated schools from which
participants are chosen.
To enter the competition, students
design their own grassroots projects
for peace that they will implement the
following summer. They prepare a
written statement describing their
project, including any expected outcomes, prospects for future impact,
and a budget Each participating
school is invited to submit one project as well as several alternates, and
100 projects are then chosen to each
receive a $10,000 grant with which to
be implemented the following sum-

Projects can be
undertaken
anywhere in
the world... so
as not to limit
imagination.
mer. Projects can be undertaken anywhere in the world and there no
definition is offered as to what the
project might entail , so as not to limit
the imagination. Wasserman said she
was "happy to use [her] 100th birthday to help young people launch some
immediate initiatives."
In 2006, Melyn Heckelman '08
and Victoria Yuan '07 were selected
to carry out their proposal to create a
more comprehensive sexual education program in China. They spent
the summer of 2007 not only informing high school students on issues
concerning sex, but modeling independent women for these students
and Chinese women in general.
Christine Avena '08 also received a
grant in 2006, and spent the summer
bridging the divide between conservation efforts and the people of
South America by reintroducing llamas and alpacas into the environment in Ecuador.
This past summer, Nancy McDermott '08 and Emily Goodnow *09 received funding to promote gender
equality and empower women in
Mali, a West African country with
one of the lowest human development indexes in the world. Qiamuddin Amiry '09 and John Campbell '09
were selected to carry out their proposal to create opportunities for underprivileged
students
from
Afghanistan to receive a better education by securing places for them at
boarding schools in Maine.
The program was created with the
optimistic vision that today 's youth
are tomorrow 's leaders, and it is with
this activist approach that the College
encourages those who are interested
to submit proposals for this year 's
competition. The deadline for entries
is December 15, and for more information students should contact Marci
Bernard at mbemard@colby.edu or
859-4342.
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EDITORIAL

Diversifying the Bubble

Thursday the main thoroughfare of campus was blocked by a group of students, facLast
ulty, staff and administrators who sought to raise awareness about our community's
shortcomings on issues of racism , homophobia, classism and sexism. In light of conversation surrounding this event , we at the Echo felt it necessary to take a firm stand on how
we ought to go forward in approaching these shortcomings
While some have raised concerns about the manner in which last Thursday's sit-in was
executed, others felt encouraged, supported and inspired by the protest 's message. We must
remember that opinions on this issue will inevitably differ, and that no student should be
afraid to contribute his or her assessment of what occurred.
At the same time, as a community, it is important that we put aside our differences on
how we perceive a single action like the sit-in and concentrate on the greater picture: there
is inequality m the world, there is inequality at the College, and we all have a stake in minimizing divisions crafted on the basis of class, race, sexual preference and gender.
There is a fundamental difference between being part of a greater problem and being the
cause A common reaction to the sit-in was "it 's not my fault " Some felt that the sit-in was
exclusionary and made the assumption that everyone who did not participate was to blame
for the issues the event raised.
These reactions are normal and understandable. But we have to go beyond them. We
have to realize that the sit-in was not aimed as an attack; it was aimed at engaging people
in discussion That goal has certainly been met.
The sit-in did not aim to place blame on individual students, administrators and professors; it aimed to challenge members of the community to combat the greater issues of
inequality and multicultural insensitivity at the College
Indeed , whether it is a matter of "fault " or not, we are all responsible for perpetuating
the status quo. for adhering to or promoting stereotyping, for inadvertentl y causing our
fellow students pain, for choosing to remain silent when perhaps we ought to speak out We
must be careful to not trivialize the pain of our peers, but share it with them, to come together as a community to say that institutional subjugation and disrespect will not be tolerated.
In the spirit of the sit-in 's demands and challenges, we at the Echo, in our positions as
both observers of and participants in the College community, recommend the following:
- The College should have a weekly or bi-weekly standing forum for open discussion of these and other issues As of now, there is no time that the community has a
chance to gather together and talk face to face on a regular basis. Many schools have such
a forum at which at least one administrator is present
- The administration should strongly recommend that all student leaders—sports
captains, SGA. SPB, COOT and club' organization leaders, including editors at the Echo—
take pan in Campus Conversations on Race (CCOR).
- Professors should be encouraged to incorporate discussion about multicultural
issues into regular curriculum where appropriate.
- Constructive, engaging training about diversity and difference on campus should
be offered to all incoming faculty and staff.
- A representative should be appointed to link SPB and the Pugh Community Board.
-The College should reevaluate the academic diversity requirement as it currently
stands, encouraging as much student input as possible about what form it should take.
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CHELSEA

EAKIN AND SUZANNE M ERKELSON

Overworked and underpaid
a closet in a lake house in New IlampInshire, there was a gray wool jacket and
sweaters. I remember, years, ago, my father touched the sleeves his uncle had left behind and shook his head. "It 's such a shame,"
he said, "that he worked so hard his whole life
and never really got to rest" He had passed
away in his late sixties, only a year after retiring and moving from Massachusetts with my
great aunt to their house on Newfound Lake.
There were supposed to be twenty or so years
that would follow, filled with fishing, speedboats, grandchildren and sparklers. But there
weren't It didn 't seem fair.
My own grandparents have been luck y
and healthy enough to enjoy their retirements for longer than I can remember. My
grandmothers, who worked as a nurse and
for Polaroid , and my grandfathers , who
were a chief of police and a businessman,
all received pensions. They were lucky, but
they were hard-working. They were loyal to
their companies and their companies were
loyal to them in return. There was a sense of
job security, of protection in a company, of
a relationship between workers and employers. They lived modestly, yes, but they
could wake up in the morning and know that
their jobs would always be there and that
they were respected.
Today, pension plans are often slashed or
eliminated entirely. Social security was an important issue in the presidential election because
people in middle age or older were panicking.
Both President-electBarack Obama and Senator John McCain talked repeatedly about job
creation, and in doing so reflectedthe anxiety of
a nation. Work in America just isn't what it used
to be—not that it was ever perfect or secure for
every single American, and not that the state of
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ers. There is less security within companies
and just as much work, if not more. People put
years of their lives into careers that are ripped
away from them, their pensions and retirement
funds being stripped as well. Many people are
working until they die. In the 10 year gap between 1996 and 2006, the average age at
which people retire has climbed from 60 to 62.
The economic crisis has undoubtedly changed
the way businesses run and health care costs
have preventedmany from letting go of work.
Though I have no proof, it makes sense to
me that America's hyperfocus on work is a
product of the insecurity that comes with a
world of no financial loyalty or safety. People
have to put in 40 to 50 hours a week to feed

What to do with the discourse on campus:
taking multiculturalism seriously every day
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SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

"As if we'd ever take
two weeks off * they
lamented, rutting each
other on the back. As
if there was more to
life than keeping a
job, like being in love
or reallyliving.

their families, and employees have complete
control over the hours of their workers because they know how much they depend on
the job. The situation is exacerbated by Blackberries and laptops, and the new technology
that allows work to be a transportable ordeal
According to US Weekly, US workers put m
an average of 1,815 hours in 2002, compared
to Europe's average 1,500. We're complete
workaholics, and though it 's a choice for some
to engage in high-pressure job , it seems to be a
societal phenomenon that is more universal
than individual. It 's not a choice when your
children 's dinner depends on long hours. It 's
not a choice when you can't pay your mortgage. It 's not a choice when everyone else is
increasing their hours, when it 's a competition,
when the prize is survival. All of this is not for
a life of luxury. All of this is simply to have a
family, to afford doctors visits, to afford school
With longer hours and less security, the
product is stress, anxiety and depression. According to US Weekly, the United States has
seen a productivity boom throughout the 90's
in tandem with the increased hours, yet the
significant hours spent outside the office arc
unaccounted for. Work isn 't just work, it 's a
lifestyle. In some ways, perhaps it 's just a
sign of the times. In some ways, perhaps it 's
just engraved into our culture. Over the summer I attended a wedding in England, and at
the end of the three days, the bride and groom
flew off to their two-week honeymoon vacation. The other British men thought nothing
of it , but my father and the other Americans
just rolled their eyes.
"As if we'd ever take two weeks ofT," they
lamented, hitting each other on the back. As if
there was more to life than keeping a job, like
being in love or really living. The bottom line
is, we only live once. The bottom line is, the
world is too beautiful to work through every
hour. For some of us, there will be no retirement. Our coats and sweaters will hang in the
closet and we'll never get to wear them on a
fishing boat, on a speed boat jetting across the
lake on a particularly rocky day. How do we
live with this? How do we die with this?

Nowthat we haveyour attention

ELISABETH PONSOT
ALEXANDER RICHARDS

the economy hasn't fluctuated tremendously
over the years.
Still , the value of the American workei
seems to be decreasing from the time of oui
grandparents' initiation into the labor force.
This is not nostalgia, because I wasn't there,
and this is not a dream I am molding into a
past reality. In 1933, in the midst of the Greal
Depression , unemployment in the United
States was at a whopping 24.9 percent and
stayed high until 1942 when it dropped to 4.7
percent. In 1944, it had dropped to 1.2 percent In October 2008, the unemployment rate
in the U.S. is 6.5 percent
It's about the economy, yes. Of course it is.
But it 's more about the nature of business and
what is expected of workers and of employ-

remind people that many are still not satisfied (and rightfully so).
Why should people be satisfied? Very
little has taken place since the lu 'au to implement some lasting discussion on these issues and educate the entirety of this campus
on the types of tools we need to engage each
other in this discourse. Fortunately, it seems
as though the tide is changing. I am happy to
see that Bro Adams has decided to get personally involved with these issues, calling
on the campus to have a community meeting
to discuss where we can go from here to
make this campus have a more friendly and
educated attitude towards other peoples '
cultures. SPB has decided to work harder to
sponsor events that accurately reflect other
cultures and do not perpetuate harmful
stereotypes. On top of that , quite a few
members of SGA have spoken out about the
current campus climate concerning issues
of
multiculturalism ,
asking us to take
these issues more seriously from here on
out
Despite
these
gains, more must be
done. Many of these
calls for support
come from isolated
pockets all over campus. In order to make
significant changes
in the way we treat
issues of multiculturalism on this campus,
we need to find ways
to unite ourselves toward a common goal.
We need to work as a
campus, not as parts
of a campus, to collectively change our
attitudes about these
issues and become
more aware of how
what we do and say

affects people from other cultures. Without
a concerted effort from the entire campus, attitudes will continue to stay the same and
peop le will continue to perpetuate stereotypes that have no place on this campus or
in this world , whether they mean to do so or
not.
I have been doing my best to stay hopeful. Every time this year that we have tried
to collectivel y work towards a more
friendly cultural attitude on this campus, I
have been stunned by the number of supporters there are scattered about this campus. I only wish that the cultural climate of
this country were making similar gains. It
is certainly very impressive that we have
elected a black president , but unfortunately,
on that same day, three more states banned
gay marriage. The total number of states
that have officially banned gay marriage is
now at thirty. How can we find a way to
take the kind of support for multicultural issues that appears on this campus and extend
it to the rest of the country?
This is something that continues to pain
me day after day, which is perhaps why I
continue to ask why many of us on this campus refuse to take these issues seriously. If
we, as a cumpus , were to take these issues
more seriously, we could influence others to
do the same. We could get people from the
community to support our cause and bring
that cause to other parts of this community.
Things like this can spread , but without
being united around this cause, it will never
spread as far as it needs to go.
First , we must focus on our efforts here.
We must band together and find ways to
make this campus a more accepting place
for people of all races, ethnicities , sexual
orientations, nationalities , religious beliefs,
and abilities. We need to learn how to talk
about these issues and then use those tools
to have this discussion for the rest of our
lives. Without that sort of dedication , we
can never expect to solve these problems. I
have faith that we can find this sort of dedication on this campus and find a way to
make everyone comfortable saying that they i
are members of this community.
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Can my mom have your cookie recipe?
I guess
A remix of the domestic goddess just the
way we like her: obedient and omnipresent
she's just
bein' Miley
I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

may have been the only newspaper
columnist who didn 't write a piece
Iabout the presidential election for last
v, nek's Echo. Right or wrong, I figured that
Obama/McCain would be done to death in
our paper and on every other news source to
.¦.Inch you might find yourself held captive.
The guys at Fox News, reduced for a while
to reporting, grudgingly, the defeat of the
GOP, switched as soon as possible to hymns
of praise of the people of California, who
defeated gay marriage.
So this week, I've decided to have a go
a!ill the media who tend to dominate such a
largo part of our lives, specifically to cable
television and its clear opinion that we are a
nation of loons , even if we did elect Sen.
Obama. Specifically,let's turn to the listings
for Saturday, Nov. 8. Maybe other nights are
better , but I'll be eager to bet money that
better" is worse.
For example, how about MSNBC, who
mves us four hours of Lockup: Raw in
prime time (7-11 pm). Or the Animal Channel , which features Dogs 101, and It 's Me
w the Dog for three hours topped with
Miami Animal Police from 10 to 11. Plenty
of consistency on the Animal Channel:
\mericans love their dogs to death. Or
maybe the opposite.
Even more consistent is the Travel Channel: four solid hours of the World Poker Tour.
TV poker's popularity astonishes me. PLAYING poker may be exciting, but watching a
bunch of weird professionals on TV bluffing
with a flush is clearly duller than Dogs 101.

More riveting has
to be Discovery's
four hours of
"storm chasers,"
featuring hand-held
camera shots of
guys in cars
chasing tornados in
Kansas.
More riveting has to be Discovery's four
hours of "storm chasers," featuring hand-held
camera shots of guys in cars chasing tornados in Kansas. Luckily, they never catch up,
though we wish they did.
TVLand replays three hours of The Cosby
Show , not a political statement. Cosby might
probably be one of the most popular shows
of all time, a kind of super-audiencei:cnerating sitcom that had African-Ameri!iis starring as the first family. BookTV, as
featured, screens four hours of authors talking about their books, yet there 's no racial
quotient there. But dull!
Finally, here 's the great cable television
break-through this Saturday: three straight
hours of Disney 's Hannah Montana , featuring that adolescent whiz Miley Cyrus, who
plainly owes her stardom to the fact that she
has eyes the size of BMW hubcaps. And
he 's relentlessly perky. Relentlessly. Same
w ith her supporting cast, which includes her
lather, Billy Ray Cyrus, who is often
urumpy, as well he might be with those
cute" (and very rich) teens.
Some Miley Cyrus gossip from The
Week , a really rather serious weekly: our
big-eyed , 15-year-old superstar is living at
home with her boyfriend, 20-year-old model
Justin Gaston, and daddy. The National En/uirer quotes a source who says Billy Ray
keeps the kids on a short leash," but approves the relationship. "Justin is the guy
Miley 's parents see her settling down with;
be*i handsome, talented, clean-living, goes
to church , and knows his Bible."
Odd living arrangements are not that ungual in California, but I' m having trouble
visualizing the Bible-reading meetings
ughtly at the Cyruses'. Just what most 20v car-old models look forward to. No poker
cssions, we don't know about dogs, and
he weather must be OK. And church tomorrow morning.
I 've got to quit writing and warm up the renote. I've still got an hour of Hannah Mon¦ma left tonight.

's
After first reading Naamah Azoulay
article "A call for a return of the domestic goddess" in last week's issue
of the Echo, I was originally skeptical of her
assertions. However, after several days of serious consideration of my own childhood
and upbringing, I reached a stunning realization: She's completely right! Before I was
born, my mother was employed as a consultant, a job which involved her flying to
various parts of the country once, sometimes
twice a week. Despite the fact that she had
just given birth to me, my mother had the audacity to return to her job after a few months
of maternity leave creating a bizarre "shared
responsibility" between her and my father
when it came to taking care of me. Her job
took her away from home two and a half to
three days a week, during which time my father took care of me during his days off from
work. Despite the fact that she spent every
moment of the other four days of her week
taking care of her infant daughter, the shame
that my father still had to endure by carrying me in public could not be healed.
Around the time that my brother was bom,
my mother came to her senses and left her job

so that she could spend more time accomplishing the aspects of homemaking that had
previously been pushed on my incapable father who could now return to his proper place
working overtime to support a family of four.
Just as quickly as this phase of rationality and
happiness had appeared, it was snatched away
again when my mother decided to enroll in
law school. What followed were three of the
most emotionally confusing and painful years
of my life. Shortly after my mother began her
selfish foray into higher education , my father
was informed by his doctor that his recent
blood work revealed that he had been born
without what medicine called "the domestic
gene." Now, on top of having to watch my father lower himself to help with housework
that was clearly below him, my brother and I
were forced to go to school with iron-burnt
clothing and lunch money instead of lunch
boxes. I could feel the mocking stares of my
classmates in the afternoon as my father
waited among a crowd of mothers to pick me
up from soccer practice.
Things only got worse when my mother
graduated and began working full time.
Watching my parents equally share the burden
of providing income and managing the house
was sickening in its clear lack of logic. To this
day I weep when I see my father ironing his
own shirts before work. To all those who say
that men and women should contribute

equally to the responsibility of homemaking:
shame on you! All men are not only entitled
but obligated to function as the sole baconbringersof the family and nothing else. Maybe
instead of wasting your husband's time with
effeminate tasks such as cooking, you should
teach your daughter to cook so
that your husband has more
time to make money to pay for
your son's college tuition. If a
woman is going to double as
both a career-woman and a
mother, she should have the
common sense to realize that
her career is merely a hobby
that should never eclipse either
her husband's income or her
study of culinary techniques.
To Naamah, in regards to her
courageous efforts to inform
the public of the dangers associated with failed housewives:
thank you. You are truly a hero
to our generation, and if it's not
too much to ask, I was wondering if you could e-mail your
recipe for raisin oatmeal cookies to my mother. It's about
time she got the message that
you are trying to send.
On a final note, I would
like to point out that while

Naamah only mentioned the quickly disappearing polar bears as a point of comparison, my mother has always been a supporter
of the preservation of the polar bear population. In fact, it has long been my opinion
that this was the root of her rebellion against
her natural place in the kitchen. Perhaps we
should all think twice before trying to prevent the eradication of an endangered
species.

The truth will set you free, but first...
great "femi-nazi," Gloria Steinem,
The
once said, "The truth will set you free.
But first it will piss you off." Upon
reading last week's Echo article, "A Call for a
Return of the Domestic Goddess," I was just
that—pissed off. Being an avid feminist and
women's studies major here at Colb y, I have
always been a staunch supporter of women's
rights. As you can imagine, my "femi-nazi"
friends and I were all very flabbergasted to
read what I consider an outright attack on one
hundred and fifty years of hard work.
Despite this, I recognize why the author
wrote it. Do I agree with it? Hell no. However, I do realize why she wrote it This piece
reflects the status quo ideal of womanhood,
the type of womanhood all girls are supposed
to emulate, the so-called "truth " We are supposed to bring home a paycheck, bake

brownies from scratch, and have the kids
tucked in at eight. We are supposed to do the
laundry, wash the dishes and starch our husbands' boxer shorts. Popular culture tells us
that we have to be June Cleaver by day and a
porn star by night: feminine yet sexual, smart
yet stupid, capable of work yet confined to
the home. While it is easy for all of us to sit
back and believethat women are liberated, to
do so would be just as bad as saying that
Barack Obama's presidential win signified
the end of the civil rights movement. We still
have a long way to go.
The truth is many women cannot bake "butterific mashed potatoes" because they are
beaten.Yes, beaten. In fact, nearly one third of
American women report being physically or
sexually abused by a husband or boyfriend at
some point in their lives. To paint the home as
some haven where sweetscents of brownies and
oatmeal cookies waft over adoring husbands
and cherub-likebabies would be to totally disregard the whopping 31 percent of women who
are victims of domestic abuse, a statistic from
the Family Violence Prevention Fund
Moreover, to believe that women are equal
in the workforce would be to ignore the fact
that women in America only make seventyseven cents to every man's dollar. Yes,

Domestic Hercules
can 't we have domestic gods?
Why
No really—why can 't we? The
modem man is perfectly capable
of taking care of the family as well as working, so why do woman have to be domestic
goddesses? We seem to be falling back on
the archaic notion that women should revert
back to a hearth and home lifestyle. Why
can't we choose to be successful businesswomen while raising a family? Why can 't
we be just women, and domesticity be
damned if we should so choose? If you
don't want to be a mom and businesswoman
at the same time , then you go girl ! If you
want to be a domestic goddess, then you go
girl ! But , for heaven 's sake, don 't try and
convince others that one way is better than
the other. The argument isn 't about whether
we as modern women must put our domestic priorities first or not, but rather whether
we have the desire to be that domestic at all.
Some people don 't want the traditional family, and in this era can we really say that
such a family really exists anymore?
Our society prides itself on equality in
every possible form and situation, but does
that equality stop at the doormat? I reject the
idea that a family must consist of a "baconearning" man and a "domestic, scrambled
egg-earning" woman. I reject the idea that a
family can only be purview of a man and a
woman. Whether it is a single mom or a single dad, two dads or moms, or one of each,
the relationship of the modem family should
be based on shared responsibility. I want to

who is solely responsible for their care as
well as the care of my husband. Domesticity should not be the purview of just one
sex, as I think both are perfectly capable of
doing the laundry, cooking, dusting, etc.
Why then do some people think that a
woman must be the one to put her family before her social and business life while the
men concentrate on their job? I applaud
those men who stay home to be "housedads," for they understand that gender does
not define domestic roles.
The so-called "traditional family" is no
longer relevant in these modern times. The
traditional family, which I would define as
the 1950s familial model , is a rare occurrence in a society of working parents. Gone
are the days of the 5:30 meatloaf dinner, and
the days of moms staying home waiting for
the kids to come home from school. Those
who are part of it now define what the family is and as a result, more families are moving away from the traditional model.
There is no right or wrong way to define
a family; the domestic goddess model is
ones way to define a family (admittedly outdated), while the stay-at-home dad is another. Through the family chooses which
model they would like to use, the amount of
shared responsibility is agreed as well. In
some households the women have all the responsibility, in some the men have it all, and
all degrees in between. I'm not arguing that
to be a domestic goddess is wrong, but I do
believe that we are seeing less of a domestic goddess model because women are less
willing to bear all that responsibility. What
I'm trying to say is that you should be able
to choose which type of family you want to
be a part of but it is unfair to push women
into a role that they have no desire to fulfill
"I am woman, hear me roar" can be applicable to more than one scenario.

women did wear heels and "hideous" shoulder pads during the 'eighties, but this was
only because women had to appear more like
men in order to earn a fraction of what men
earn. Why do you think Hillary was instructed
to chop off her hair and wear unflattering
suits? She had to appear masculine just to be
taken seriously. No wonder women are still
subordinate to men in the workplace—we are
climbing the ladder in freaking heels.
In addition, popular culture completely ignores women who choose not to have children, not to mention lesbian, transgender, or
bisexual women. Not every woman has little
children to tuck in at night or to "bake fluffy
blueberry pancakes " for. It seems as though
popular culture only places value on women
like Sarah Palm baby-toting, lipstick-wearing,
hockey moms who openly admit that their careers are secondary to their duties as mothers.
Why did so many Americans love this pretty
"maverick" even though she did not have a
clue what the Bush Doctrine was? Because
she fit the status quo. Our society values people who fit into their proper box because if
everyone is as they seem, the world is safe.
On a more personal note, I want to declare here and now that my dad makes the
best cupcakes in the entire world and he, as

a stay-at-home dad, bakes the "delectable
with-just-a-hint-of-cinnamon French toast"
every Sunday morning that some consider
to be the domestic goddess 's job to prepare.
Contrary to the status quo, my mom
brought home the bacon while my dad
cooked it every Sunday. Just as women are
pressured to conform to the status quo, men
arc held back by the very same thing.
So, surprisingly,I want to give a big thank
you to the writer of "A call for a return of the
domestic goddess." Thank you for proving to
me that people are still accepting logical fallacies. Thank you for reminding me that
women and men are still oppressed by unfair
gender expectations.Most of all, thankyou for
helping me realize just how much work we
have to do as feminists and as human beings.
I in no way intended to attack you in this
piece—I simply meant to use your arguments
to prove my point If men and women are evei
going to become truly liberated from the
chains of society's expectations, we must all
refuse to shut our mouths—we must all speak
up. So I ask you all, please speak up. Challenge gender expectations and fight for your
right to be yourselves. While the truth can piss
us off, it also has the great possibility of setting
us free.

I LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Prof essorsspeak on recent off ensive behavior;
insist that bigotry has no place on campus
The criticisms of offensive behavior toward minority students this past Halloween weekend
were rejections of prejudice and inadvertent cruelty, not of humor. Humor is by nature irreverent,
mocking, and light-hearted, and we cannot casually censor it without risking free speech. But we
should emphatically censure behavior that degrades people, no matter if it is couched in a smile.
Students reported a succession of insults to blacks, Latinas, religious Christians, Muslims,
and Jews, and others: A Halloween executioner's costume, donned by a man carrying a noose,
might simply have been festively ghoulish in a country without a history of mob murder of
blacks. But well into the twentieth century, white mobs in this country tortured and hanged
thousands of African Americans with impunity under the protection of racist sheriffs, juries,
and local, state, and national leaders. No surprise, then, that black students found unsettling—
and inexcusable—the sight of a white man brandishing a noose on campus.
A comedian's flippant remarks about the Holocaust in the course of ridiculing Jewish faith
understandably unsettled students. Thoughtful people may well debate matters of religious belief, including the implications of the Holocaust. But a standup comedy rou.inc about mass
murder would seem clearly ill chosen.
Barack Obama's campaignis a fit subject for humor, but the appreciation of diversity was strained
by a comedian's citing the alleged phallic prowess of basketballstar LeBron James as proof that
blacks like Obama who breakthe color barrier excel. Setting asidewhether a comic need catalogue
Obama's merits or even know basic facts (LeBron James broke no color barriers), reducing Obama
to a stereotype of black sexuality is unlikelyto advance either tolerance or political satire.
Sexual stereotypes fairly overwhelmed the comedian's portrait of Latinas. His gyrations as a
tribute to Latina dancing, refusals to call a student by her actual name (insisting instead on
"Marisol" as a designation for all Latinas), and dismissal of the student as a typical "little Latina
fire cracker" will not likely persuade minority students of their welcome on campus.
One could extend the list of "comic" slurs and stereotypical costumes (drunken Mexicans,
Obama as a Muslim terrorist, a "minstrel character" in an Afro wig harking back to the disparaging portrayals of blacks in nineteenth-centuryAmerican musicals). These familiar stereotypes have a long history in American culture, and have been central to sustaining political,
social, and cultural prejudices and inequality. Such images shape our perceptions of the world
and of other people, and they are far from harmless or innocent.
Distinguishing between mere levity and bigotry may at rimes pose a taxing riddle, but the offenses during Halloween weekend should cause no such confusion. Whatever the innocent intentions, such unfortunate displays have no place on a campus that truly valuesas well as courts diversity.
Sincerely,
Rob Weisbrot, History Department
Margaret McFadden, American Studies

Sabbatical gives professors time to write, study, reflect
By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

Thf reasons for professors
at the
College to choore to take a sabbatical are as diverse as the faculty memhem themselves Some use the time to
work on extra cumcular research,
others, to travel and participate in
fellowship opportunities abroad
H'hatexer the nature o! their pursuits ,
many professors see the sabbatical
as a time tor personal and intellectual gn>wth outside the classroom
Below is a sampling of faculty members currentlv on sabbatical
Debra Campbell
The Sun and the Crocodile is
Professor of Religious Studies Debra
Campbell' s newest book, and the
subject that she has spent this semester pursuing A proposal was sent to
the prospecti\e publisher a few
months ago The book focuses on the
life of Kathryn Hulme. the author of
The Nun s Story, which was also
made into a famous film starring
Audrey Hepburn. The Nun s' Story
addresses a nun ' s conflict between
being faithful to the church and wanting to be a nurse
Campbell's The Sun and the
Crocodile not only answers questions

Administration, which is captivating
to say the least.
When asked about her particular
interest in Kathryn Hulme. Campbell
said: "1 am writing this biography to
cast light upon the life experiences of
Hulme... and to address the neglected topic of worldly women's spiritual adventures in twentieth-century
Europe and America."
Fernando Q. Gouvea
Carter Professor of Mathematics
Fernando Gouvea is currently working in Kingston . Ontario at Queen 's
University.Thus far. he has presented two small working seminars: one
focused on number theory and another
for
the
Department of
Mathematics colloquium. Last weekend, he went to Toronto to give a talk
at a workshop on algebraic varieties.
While at Queen 's University.
Gouvea has taken the opportunity to
collaborate with Nonko Yui . a professor in their Department of
Mathematics and Statistics.
Amongst other publications ,
Gouvea and Yui wrote Arithmetic of
Diagonal Hypersurfaces over Finite
Fields in 1995. For now. they plan to
research Galois representations, an
advanced topic in number theory.
In addition , Gouvea will pursue
his other interest in the history of
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Marlaisis mapping the specific locations of Daubignys' paintings in France.
about The Nun s Story, such as
whether or not it is an attack on the
Catholic Church. It also describes
Hulme 's life story, including her
work in Bavaria with the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

mathematics. He is in the process of
writing articles on both Georg
Cantor, who developed set theory,
and a Brazilian writer who published
arithmetic books for young children.
Over the course of the next few

months, Gouvea hopes to visit
Harvard, where he received his M.A.
and Ph.D. Gouvea is the editor of the
Mathematical
Association
of
America's newsmagazine MAA
Focus, so he plans to continue that
and to publish some more on his own.
Hanna M. Rolsman
Known for the Blegen Library for
Classics, one of the most recognized
classics libraries in the world, the
University of Cincinnati is also the
one-time home to Francis F. Bartlett
and Ruth K. Bartlett Professor of
Classics Hanna M. Roisman. She
and her husband. Joseph Roisman,
are both serving as Margo Tytus
Fellows this semester.
Most recently. H. Roisman has
been working on a commentary, along
with Celia Luschnig. on Euripides'
tragedy Electra. She seeks to "include
a thorough introduction about Greek
theatrical practice and performance
and the development of myth, followed by the text and notes on grammar, syntax, and meter, and
concluding with interpretations and
commentary on the special features of
this version of the 'Electra' story."
For the Blackwell Encyclopedia on
Homer, Roisman is contributing articles on Nausikaa. Hekuba and
Menelaos (all figures from ancient
Greek literature), as well as the reception of Homeric epics in film. For a
separate publication, she is writing an
article on another Euripides play.
Rhesus. She is investigating whether
or not the play is actually by
Euripides by examining its vocabulary and meter.
Roisman will continue on to the
Institute for Advanced Studies in
the Humanities at the University of
Edinburgh for the spring semester.
There , she will be a visiting
research fellow.
Josep h Roisman
Professor of Classics Joseph
Roisman is also a Margo Tytus Fellow
at the University of Cincinnati , along
with his wife Hanna. He plans to
work on three main projects this
semester: a monograph on the veterans of Alexander the Great's army, a
Greek history textbook and a companion to Ancient Macedonia.
Although Roisman is working solo
on the veterans of Alexander the Great
piece, he is co-authonng with the
University of Ottawa's John Yardley
for the Greek history textbook and coediting the companion to Ancient
Macedonia with the University of
Missouri 's Ian Worthington.

COUHTEST Of HBl MERBfWEAIMEP

Class of '12 sees double
By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

The Memweather twins , the
dynamic first-years hailing from
Los Altos . California, were bom
onl y six minutes apart.
Sam. the older twin , is a member
of Colby Improv and plays on the
rugby team and Alex p lays soccer.
In the future, both twins are interested in becoming COOT leaders.
"Being a COOT leader seems like
an amazing experience and will be
super fun ," Alex said. Alex also
said that she could see herself
working
on
the
Student
Programming
Board and in
Admissions
Though they haven 't even completed their first semester on

Mayflower Hill , the Mernweathers
demonstrate significant involvement in activities at the College.
When asked why they chose to
go to school on the other side of the
country, both Sam and Alex said
that they wanted a different environment. "I think we both wanted
to see what the East Coast was
like," Alex said. "We also wanted
to see a liberal arts college." Sam
added. "With those two factors,
there's a good of list of schools out
here, and Colby ts on it. "
The twins noted several substantial differences between Maine and
California. In contrast to several
cities on the East Coast, though.
"California and Maine are pretty
similar in that people are more laid
back ," Sam said. In both states "the

COUR1ESYOF MICHAEL 0 BURKE

Burke does f ield work f o r his pieces about Maine, including lobstering.
the region based on 18th and 19th
century cartography. He is in the
process of identifying each location
of Daubigny 's paintings on one of
his maps. He anticipates uncovering
at least part of the mystery in the
following weeks.
Though he has traveled to
Cremieu and Optevoz several times
before, he will visit the region again
sometime early next year to take
more photographs for his research.
Michael D. Burke
Maine has been the major subject
of Associate Professor of English
Michael D. Burke 's writings
throughout his sabbatical. He recently edited a book of ecocritical essays,
entitled Maine s' Place in the
Environmental Imagination , which
•¦/as published last June.
Burke is currently working on his
next book on a variety of Maine topics. He has written about Maine
game waidens, Whitewater rafting,
snow camping and sea kayaking Future chapters will include lobstering, petroglyphs, county fairs and
county auctions. Since every good
book requires field research, Burke
commented thaf'this has required me
to go lobstering, attend a million auctions and about a dozen fairs, and
soon I will go visit an obscure spot to
look at petroglyphs, one of 13 such
locations in Maine." Accordingly, he

has a busy few weeks ahead.
Burke is also writing about African
game parks and editing an essay on the
parallels between nature writing and
slave narratives. On the side, he Is
improving his time on the 4.1 -mile run
(down to 29:56) and stacking firewood
for the winter. He looks forward to the
May 2009 issue of Down East magazine, in which an article about his
experience as a commencemenl
speaker at a small high school in
northwestem Maine will be published.
More Professors Currently on
Sabbatical:
Ariel Armony, Government
James Behuniak, Philosophy
Alec Campbell, Sociology
David Firmage, Biology '
Emma Garcia, Spanish
Peter Harris, English
James Meehan, Economics
Maria Morrison, German and
Russian
Clifford Reid, Economics
Kevin Rice, Chemistry
Anindyo Roy, English
Steven Saunders, Music
Katherine Stubbs, English
John Turner, History
Ankeney Write, Art and East
Asian Studies

STAFF PROFILE: PATSY STEARNS

WHO'S WHO: ALEX AND SAM MERRIWEATHER '12

Alex and Sam share an interest in sports, an SAT score—and a birthday

For the remainder of the academic
year, he will move on to the Institute
for Advanced Studies in the
Humanities at the University of
Edinburgh to serve as a visiting
research fellow.
Joseph U. Relsert
Among other endeavors, Harriet S.
Wiswell and George C. Wiswell Jr.
Associate Professor of American
Constitutional Law Joseph R. Rciscrt
ran for the Ward 2 City Council seat
last week. He lost his bid to Democrat
Mary-Anne Beal 596 to 337.
In an interview with the Morning
Sentinel , Reisert explained that he
was "running for the council seat
because Waterville is my homc...l
want to do everything I can to contribute to the health and well-being of
this community."
Lisa Arellano
Assistant Professor of American
Studies and Women's, Gender, and
Sexuality Studies Lisa Arellano has
been focused on finishing her book
Ep ic Fictions and Deadly Realities:
The Creation of American Vigilante
Heroism.
The text examines why vigilantism became heroic in 20th century
America. It "argues that Americans
learned to lynch, and to do so with
their heads held high , because they
believed themselves to be part of a
heroic (albeit only intermittently
true) story." Arellano will be sending out a proposal to prospective
publishers soon.
Once her book is completed,
Arellano 's next project will be on
gender and violence. She will be taking a look at short-lived activist
groups in the 1970s that armed
women to provide them protection.
Michael A. Marlais
James M. Gillespie Professor of
Art Michael A. Marlais has always
been interested in world-renowned
painter of the Barbizon school
Charles-Francois Daubi gny. He has
been researching Daubigny 's transition from classicism to naturalism
during the 1850s. Marlais is "interested in how [Daubigny] becomes a
naturalist, how he begins to paint
exactly what he sees in front of him ,
rather than trying to make the landscape look classical, or perfect."
Marlais
wonders
whether
Daubigny 's surroundings in central
France, around the town of Cremieu
and the village of Optevoz, had anything to do with his transformation
in style. To investigate his supposition , Marlais has been mapping out

scenery is a lot more natural," Alex
added. Sam also said that brick
buildings, like those that make up
most of the College's campus, do
not exist in California due to the frequency of earthquakes.
Alex and Sam were both heavily
involved in high school. Sam participated in theater and described her
current experience with Colby
Improv as fun. Both twins participated in student government, with Alex
as president and Sam as vice-president. Alex and Sam also held the title
of co-captain of their high school
varsity soccer team.
Sam and Alex shared several
anecdotes regarding then previous
life experiences as well as random
facts. In their youth, the twins lived
in Switzerland for a couple of years
and visited Italy and Germany. The
twins used to be fluent in French,
but have since lost the ability to
speak the language.
On the merits and penis of being a
twin, Sam joked that she has a tendency to forget who she is.
"Sometimes 1 get confused, but most
of the time I know who I am," Sam
said when asked on how she managed
to tell her sister apart "For the people
who don 't know we're twins, it 's
entertaining to watch them find out,"
she added.
The twins also said that due to
their close resemblance, they
switched schedules occasionally in
junior high school and high school
"simply because [they] could."
Fortunately, none of their teachers
ever found out. Sam and Alex also
revealed that they got the same cumulative composite SAT score.
Academics aside, as they become
more and more involved on campus,
the Merriweather twins will likely
continue to enjoy double the success.

A smile behind the scenes
into the Colby system, processing
international ID cards, printing
reports and labels, registering indeKeeping an institution like the pendent and honors projects and genCollege running smoothly is no easy erally making sure that things run
task. It requires a considerable smoothly in the office. She spends a
amount of behind-the-scenes work to considerable amount of time assistmaintain the seamless functioning of ing students with their questions and
this small but complex campus. concerns regarding student records
Much of this work takes place in the and other forms that are housed at the
Office of the Registrar, housed in the Registrar. Stearns also works to
Eustis building, and one person who make sure that the contact informaplays an integral role in making sure tion for both current students and
thai things run efficiently is Patsy alumni remains up to date in the
Steams. Her official job title is computerized directory.
Computer Coordinator, but that label
Her dedication to the College also
merely scratches the surface of all extends outside of the office. She
that she docs for the College. She has occasionally works in Dining
dedicated 27 years of her life to Services, serving as a waitress foi
Mayflower Hill , and judging by her special functions that take place on
enthusiasm during our interview, has campus. If you frequent the Blue
loved every minute of it.
Light Pub, you may also have seen
Stearns' duties include data entry her checking student IDs at the door
It s hard not to
notice her ubiquitous smile. "1
just like to help
out ," she said.
Steams also
knows what it is
like to be on the
other side of the
desk. She has
taken
several
courses here al
Colby.
and
while
she
enjoyed them ,
she said thai
"the homework
was rigorous."
Perhaps this is
TOM BOLUER/Trit COIBV ECHO
why she has
Stearns makes sure that the Registrar runs smoothly
been so successBy NICOLE HEWES
NEWS STAFF °

ful at her job—she can relate to
Colby students since she understands
what it is like to be in their shoes.
From talking to Steams, it is
evident that family is something she
values deeply. She resides in
Canaan , Maine, where she has lived
for all of her life. She has two children , a son named Damian and a
daughter named Danica. Damian is
23 and served in Iraq prior to beginning his college education. He is
currently pursuing pharmaceutical
studies at Husson University in
Bangor, Maine. Danica is 18, and is
taking a one-year deferment before
she begins her studies in forensic
science at Cedar Crest College in
Allentown, Pennsylvania. Stearns
also has a thirteen-week-old
Dachshund-Pomeranian mix puppy
named Mary Jane to keep her company at home.
In her free time Steams enjoys reading and knitting. She cited the Harry
Potter series among her favorite
books. When she selects books to
read, she said that she frequently consults the yearly book recommendations put together by the graduating
class at Colby, which provides her
with a wide range of reading material.
It is clear that Steams is passionate about her many jobs at the
College. When asked what the best
part of her day is, she replied without any hesitation , "interacting with
the students." The next time that
you need assistance in the Office of
the Registrar, hopefully you will
have the pleasure of meeting her.
She'll undoubtedly be more than
happy to assist you with anything
you may need.

Art museumlooksforward

UNDREW CHEFT/THE COLBY ECHO

The Museumis currentlyinstalling severalpiecesfrom
last y e a sr' LunderGif t.

By DASH WASSERMAN
NEWS STAFF

With over 6,000 works and more
than 28,00 square-feet of exhibition
space, the College's Museum of Art
continues to impress as it comes
closer to its 50th anniversary this
summer.
Director and Chief Curator of the
Museum Sharon Corwin presides
over one of the most prestigious academic museums in the country and is
pleased with what the Museum has
accomplished so far this year.
Last year's acquisition of almost
500 works from benefactors Peter and
Paula Lunder "constitutes one of the
most important art collections donated
to a liberal arts college," according to
museum literature, and solidifies its
standing as a museum specializing in
American and contemporary art.
The Museum does not have the
exhibition space to display the
immense collection, which is valued at
around $100 million, and is currently
drawing up plans for an expansion of
its facilities in the distant future.
Today, the museum boasts several
new exhibits that have drawn much
attention for their artistic value and
prestige. The first of these exhibits is
called "Realms of Faith ," which
showcases rare and beautiful
medieval Christian objects on loan
from The Walters Art Museum. This
exhibit has already had three
evening lectures and two concerts,
and will continue engaging the community with noontime talks, a film

and symposia to come.
Another exhibit called "Currents5:
t s Beall" is the fifth installment in
Currents—a series focusing on
emerging artists with connections to
Maine. In the pitch-black Davis
Gallery stands a lone tower, on which
is mounted a video projector. The
darkness is illuminated by "scopelike video sequences of landscape
imagery drawn from desolate outposts and contested borderline areas,"
according to the Museum 's website.
Beautiful, solemn and delicate, the
exhibit provides a bold look at seemingly forgotten places.
Housed in the lower level's
Theater Gallery is another video
exhibition highlighting three film
pieces by London-based Japanese
artist Hiraki Sawa. These are surreal
and not to be missed by visitors to
the museum.
These films utilize black and
white photographic movement to
create a surreal and provocative
scene that jars the viewer 's intuition
and recognition. The films act like
moving paintings that put together
seemingly random elements into a
coherent whole.
Politically relevant and emotionally captivating is the "Somali Bantu
Experience: From East Africa to
Maine" exhibit, created by students
with the help of Professor of
Anthropology Catherine Besteman,
which includes photos taken by
Jorge Acero and Colby students. It
explores the stories of refugees
forced to leave Somalia because of

civil war, and who are currently
adjusting to life in Lewiston, Maine.
Despite the shock of living in the
United States, this group of people
has managed to preserve their culture
while adapting to life in America.
Corwin is proud of the exhibits
currently on display at the museum,
while also looking forward to future
exhibits such as the Fall Faculty
Exhibition, which presents an opportunity to view recent work by college
faculty members from November 13,
2008 to January 18, 2009.
featured faculty will include
Bonnie Bishop, Bevin Engman, Gary
Green, Maggie Libby, Harriett
Matthews, Abbott Meader, Nancy
Meader, Garry Mitchell , Scott Reed
and Barbara Sullivan.
Associate Professor and Chair of
Art Engman will have her own exhibit of paintings, collages and source
photographs that explore land, sea
and sky to "quote" the environment of
Cape Cod. It will be on display from
January 17 to March 8, 2009. Corwin
is also excited for upcoming exhibits
such as the Photographs of Andy
Warhol and Chinese ink paintings,
among others.
Corwin is currently preparing for
the Museum's Fall Open House on
February 12, for an evening of live
music, refreshments and art. This is
the Museum's chance to present itself,
not just to students and faculty on the
Hill, but to the greater Waterville
community. Corwin emphasized that
the Museum is reaching out to students: 'This is a social gathering place
and we hope students feel ownership.
It's their museum."
"The Museum provides worldclass art that can be used in many
courses and has a definite applicability to the liberal arts education ,"
Corwin said. She pointed out that there
are thirty classes around campus that
utilize the museum as a class resource,
ranging from the Art Department to
chemistry and economics.
The Museum acts not just as a
resource to students on the Hill , but
also as a resource to central Maine,
and is the second-largest art museum
in the entire state. Corwin is gracefully bridging the gap between
artistry and community when she
tells students: "Use us. Come visit.
Come and experience art."
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THE ROBERT DAY SCHOOL
CLAREMONT McKENNA COLLEGE

A new app roach,
a new p rogram.
An innovative one-year degree program for students with strong
leadership potential beginning Fall 2009. Highlights include:
¦Generous funding for merit-based scholarships
¦Dedicated career services specialist and extensive alumni network
¦Excellent faculty with experience both in academics and industry
¦Intensive Finance curriculum comp leted in one year
¦Co-curricular program designed to enhance leadership and
communication skills , as well as provide access to speakers ,
conferences , alumni and employers.
For more information , or to apply, please visit
www.claremontmckenna.edu/rdsgraduate ,
or contact us at rdsadmission@claremontmckenna.edu.

500 E. NINTH STREET , CLAREMONT , CA

TEL: 909.607.3347

91711

PIERCE 1 LAW
F R A N K L I N PIERCE LAW CENTER

"Within five weeks of graduation—
while everyone else was studying
for the bar exam—I had gone to
court , cross-examined the plaintiff ,
put my client on the stand and
won my very first case."
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CRYSTAL MALD0NAD0, DANIEL WEBSTER SCHOLAR
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EXTRAORDINARY PREPARATION Daniel Webster Scholars

|k

complement their Pierce Law coursework with rigorous applied

H
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training in professional skills and judgement through simulated,
' I

clinical and extemship settings. The program, unique to Pierce

I

Law, is considered a two-year bar practicum and students who
I
I

complete it are automatically accepted into the New Hampshire
Bar and are well prepared for bar passage in other states.

i
!

www.piercelaw.edu/websterscholar
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WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

Realms of Faith: Medieval Art

Colby Hlpnotlk

Diamond 142
7:30 p.m.
Corrie is the Phillips Professor of Art and Visual
Culture at Bates College , and her lecture "Sinai to
Siena: Images and Devotion in
the Mediterranean World

Page Commons
7:30 p.m.
Colby's dance team will be giving their end of the
semester performance
Music at Colby Series: Colby Jazz Band

Jonathan Decter
Cotter- Pugh Center

7 p.m.
Lecture given by Professor Decter in the
Department of Near Eastern and Judaic Studies at
Brandeis University

TUESDAY

Bixler- Given Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
Directed by Eric Thomas , they will play hits by
Duke Ellington, Count Basie , Dizzy Gillespie, and
more Latin-influenced jazz

A pianist , composer and Colby faculty fellow in
music performing a new one-hundred minute solo
work for piano

SPB Presents Movie Night

Ryan Vigil
Bixler- Given Auditorium

Blood Drive
Page Commons
8 a.m.
Come down to Page and help out Red Cross by
donating your blood

Keyes 105
9 p.m.

THURSDAY
Noontime Art Talk
with Elizabeth Finch
Art Museum

12 p.m.

Lecture with Lunder curator of American Art
explaining the new video installation by T.S. Beall

The House of Bernarda Alba

Runnals- Strider Theatre
7:30 p.m.
A story of family and honor written by Frederico
Garcia Lorc a and directed by
Laura Chakravarty Box

Bring your friends to a big-screen viewing of
Batman Begins

SUNDAY
Catholic Mass
Lorimer Chapel
4:30 p.m.
Come join fellow Colby students
in weekly prayer

The Colby Outing Club
Mary Low Ground Floor Lounge
7 p.m.
Weekly Meeting
Come check out the upcoming trips

FRIDAY
MONDAY
International Coffee Hour
Mary Low Coffehouse
4:3 p.m.
Head over for some coffee and culture

International songs performed by foreign language
students and an appearance by Colby Taiko

Open MIc Night

Mary Low Coffeehouse
8:30 p.m.
Take a break from studying and bring your game
and your singing voice

Miller 014
4 p.m.
Seminar workshop with David DeVorkin

I
Highlights
I
This week at Colby
This Week In Pulver

Pulver Pavilion
All week long check out the EnviroCo. Table as
the featured student organization
On Wednesday hang out during the WMHB
broadcast from 6- 8 p.m.
Friday a cappella on the steps with the Blue
Lights starting at 11:55 p.m.

Rally for Climate Change and Justice
March to Main Street
Leaw'ng from Cotter

SCIT-ST213-A669
Olin 1
1- 3:30 p.m.

Worldvision
Bixler- Given
4:30 p.m.

STS Seminar: Martian Romances

Are Red Giants Old or Young? Why Should We
Care? Class with David DeVorkin , senior curator at
the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum

Math Colloquium
Lecture with Ivan Balbuzanov
Mudd 405
4 p.m.
"Fixpoint Theorems in Game
Theory: Honors Thesis "

Saturday, November 15
2:30 p.m.
March down to engage local community members and media on the human dimension of climate change ended up at the Opera House to
hear speeches from Afsan and former Colby
ES Professor Tom Tietenberg
"A Pub Night for Luzlcare "
Marchese Blue Light Pub
Wednesday, November 12, 2008
9 p.m.
Sponsored by the Senior Class and Luzicare,
Colby bands The Wounded Soldiers and the
Civil Discourse will be performing

CANS ACROSS AMERICA

ROe WEVTT/TME COtBT ECMO

The College is once again participating in Cans Across America, a national effort to break the world record for food collection in one day. Already more than 6.500 pounds of non-perishable food has been collected.

STUDENTS ON THE
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- Jake Schwarz '09

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

Should the College
prevent access to
JuicyCampus ?

LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Crossword Puzzle

Do you feel like your stuff is safe
on campus ?

¦¦&

oai

Yes (40%)
No (60%)

Want to advertise in
the Echo?
echoads@colby.edu

Want to submit a photo,
artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?

CELEBRATING GERMAN CULTURE

svbruce@colby.edu
Here's What 's Playing Fri.,
Nov. 14 through Thurs., Nov. 20
Choke
R Nightly at 7:10 and 9:00;
Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 1:20
Rachel Getting Married
R Nightly at 4:40 and 7:00; Also
Fri. and Sat. at 9:20; Matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 12:00 Noon and
2:20
The Secret Life of Bees
PG-13 Nightly at 4:30 , 6:50 and
9:00; Matinees Sat . and Sun. at
12.00 and 2:10
Ashes of Time Redux

JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Shipyard Pumpkin Ale
Was $15.99 now $8.99 + tax and deposit

New Shipment
of Distressed
Beers!!!!

R Nightly at 5:20; Matinees Sat.
and Sun . at 3:15
Appaloosa

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm , Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight

R Nightly at 9:15; Matinees Sat .
and Sun. at 12:05

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Matne.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St.. Waterville, ME
CAROLINE DKttSOW/IHE CIXBY ECHO

Hen Morse '09 learns about German music f r o m oompah band the Bavarian rloftbrau during Okloberfest.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weatrier.com

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Ensemble receives standing ovation Commercials and
EDITOR S COLUMN

also
tion 's theme
showed great dynamic
range, obvious crescendos and diminuendos
accentuated by the
ever-present drum roll.
Halfway through , the
familiar
"anchors
aweigh" voiced itself
throug h the saxophones
and clarinets, decorated
by flute and piccolo.
Finally, elements of
both themes came
together , and a key
change provided a nice
dramatic effect.
The last piece before
intermission was the
fifth movement of
Johan
de
Meij' s
Symphony No. 1: The
CAROLINE WCKSON/TME CtXBT ECHO
Lord of the Rings for
Colby H ind Ensemble delig hted the audience with an array of marches and favorites.
Wind Orchestra. The
movement ,
entitled
"Hobbits ," personified
tured the "Ungrounded Marches "— the hobbits 'journeys from Hobbiton
the Coast Guard March , the through Middle Earth and finally
"Anchors Aweigh" March , the Air over the sea for the first and last
Mobility Command March and the time. It opened with drones from the
Flteger-Marsch . the march of the saxophones, which gradually comAustrian Air Force. The Coast plicated rhythmically as the rest of
By SAMMY GRADWOHL
Guard March opened with a bright the brass, and the other sections as
STAFF WRITER
trumpet fanfare and a trumpet well , joined in with a medley of difSaturday night brought a large
theme supported by the saxo- ferent ideas. The first main idea was
crowd to Lonmcr Chapel to hear
phones Lively and upbeat through- very lig hthearted and playful and
the Colby Wind Ensemble ' s presenout , the piece also allowed a great flitted from section to section. The
tation of "Defying Gravity Tangos.
display of dynamic contrast. The second section, by contrast , was
very slow and somewhat solemn,
Ungrounded
Marches,
and smooth, contrasting second section
Movies " The group, under the
started with the flutes and clarinets, almost majestic as the drums kept a
direction of Director of Band
and then built upon itself until the steady march over the theme in the
Activities Eric Thomas, put on a
entire group joined in at the end.
rest of the band. The ending was
fine concert full of variety, musicalThe "Anchors Aweigh" March much quieter, but still rather deterstarted with a fanfare from the mined, and the notes faded out quiity. and fun.
The first pan of the program fea- whole ensemble. The opening sec- etly into nothing as the piece ended.

Eric Thomas led
group in dynamic
perf ormance

The first piece of the concert 's
second half was the final march of
the evening, the Gasparilla Day
March , a pirate march It had some
elements of a traditional march, but
the opening theme sounded more
like a dance than anything else. This
feeling was heightened by the addition of a tambourine to the instrumentation. The dancclike undertone
remained throughout as the motive
expanded through the instruments.
Most audience members recognized at least parts, if not all of the
second piece, Leonard Bernstein 's
Four Dances from West Side Story.
The Jets and the Sharks, the dance at
the gym, and the story 's underly ing
tensions came to life as the group
performed "Scherzo ," "Mambo ,"
"Cha-cha" and "Cool." The Wind
Ensemble performed the piece brilliantly, conquering the many complicated passages in a true testament to
its abilities and leaving audience
members with the urge to start snapping their fingers.
The final piece of the evening was
Michael Gandolfi' s "Vientos y
Tangos." The work took a tango
theme and expanded, altered , and
reshaped it through several variations
over the course of just under fourteen
minutes. Sections of the band we didn 't necessarily hear as often got then
moment in the spotlight , and the
group once again showed off its talents with ever-changing rhythms,
meters, dynamics, tempi and othei
expressive techniques.
The crowd gave the ensemble a
well-deserved standing ovation for
its performance. It was definitely
another fine night of music on
Mayflower Hill.

JOURNALIST SPEAKS ON MULTICULTURALISM

Garcia discusses living on the hyphen
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CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Given the ongoing conversations
on campus about multiculturalism.
Cuban-bom American journalist and
novelist Cnstina Garcia gave a particularly pertinent talk, sponsored by
the Pugh Community Board, on Nov.
5 about "living on the hyphen."
"Is the hyphen a joiner or a separator?" she asked "Does it mingle
two diverse elements into a great
whole or does it extract from the
whole two distinct components that
are then pushed apart?"
She began her talk by describing
historical attitudes toward multiculturalism At the end of the eighteenth
century, she said , the notion of the
"melting pot" was first suggested.
The idea was that immigrants to the
United Stales needed to "shed their
heritage and take on the American
identity"—culturally , politicall y and
linguistically. In the early twentieth
century- she said, the notion of a
"double consciousness " emerged and
was embodied in the hyphen
"For Asian-Americans. AfncanAmencans and Hispanic-Amencans.
the hyphen became a marker used to
symbolize both their attachment to
and seeming l y permanent disconnec-
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has historically
categorized its
population."
Nowadays ,
she said, multiracial people
are more publicly
visible
than ever, and
more acceptable
as a result. With
self-identified
multiracial
celebrities such
as Alicia Keys,
Vin
Diesel,
Tiger Woods.
Halle Berry and
Barack Obama,
Garcia said that
you
simply
TOM BOUJER/TME CtXBY ECHO
can't deny that Garcia s strong discussion encouraged people to
"it 's more than befriend one another, ask questions and be curious.
cool
to
be
mixed, it 's downright relevant."
important, she said, and realizing that
Asked about what the first step many people do not necessarily
could be in moving discussion and define themselves by their ethnicity.
understanding about multiculturalism forward on a campus such as the
Cristina Garcia is the author of
College 's,
Garcia
responded , Dreaming in Cuba (1 992). The
"Befriending others, asking ques- Agiiero Sisters (1997), Monkey
tions and being curious. I don 't know Hunting (2003) and A Handbook to
anyone who would object to that." Luck (2007)
Being aware of your assumptions is

I had never paid attention to commercials. Since I was young I participated m this endless battle in which
I believed I defeated commercials
and bit my thumb at advertising
agencies by flipping the channel to
avoid watching them. However, the
commercial conglomeration has
risen against me and defeated me by
seemingly placing all commercials at
the same time. There is no escape. So
finally I have been forced to watch
them and furthermore, pay attention
to them. I would like to say they have
reached me in some profound way
and I am out with the rest of America
supporting consumerism and buying
everything I see on
TV, but 1 am not.
Commercials have
instead proved to
perpetrate
the
racial, sexual and
gender stereotypes
that we often try to
discuss here at the
College. For the
purpose of this
article I chose to
focus on the representation of males
and females in the
household; however, by no means is
my problem with commercials
restricted only to this arena.
Of course this doesn 't account for
all commercials, but nonetheless I
find the majority of them to be
extremely frustrating. Products for
Uie house constantly show women
playing with their children, shopping
or fighting some evil smell coming
from the trash. She is the domestic
powerhouse, both assured and
involved. Any male that may be in
the commercial appears to have no
interest and no intellect. He just can't
get anything together and the female
simply smiles in the most condescending way and fixes the problem.
Do we believe men are incapable
of playing with their children on the

rug, or cleaning up, or helping to
cook? I certainly hope not. Yes, it 's
entirely possible and likely that in
many households the femal J takes up
many of these domestic chores, but 1
find it hard to believe that there are a
wide array of men sitting at the
kitchen with a look of profound idiocy on their faces wondering how the
food appeared on their plates, the
plates on the table and the table in the
kitchen. Frankly, I just don 't think
men arc that stupid.
An impossible question to answer
is: are these commercials a result of
the culture we already have, or are
they creating the culture we have '
The intent of commercials, put simply, is to brainwash the consumer
into buying the product. And it
works. Advertising agencies and
companies wouldn 't spend the millions of dollars that they spend if it
didn 't. So, if commercials are able to
brainwash TV viewers into buying
the products that they think the;.
need , what other
subtle messages
are getting through
to people?
The point is that
we are moving
toward a society
where traditional
roles are becoming
less
important
Society and culture
evolve for a reason
We grow intellectually and the level of
our awareness of
the world around us evolves too
However, I think that commercials
and even shows, as articulated by
Emily Hansen in an Opinion piece in
the Oct. 8 Echo, are lagging. They are
not a representation of the growth of
our intellect and by that they hinder
us and keep us in an endless cycle.
When we talk about the power to
change things, 1 think the marketing
agency is a boundless potential for
change. For those of us who want to
and will go into the media and communication world, I think these are
the things to think about. We have
brought journalists to campus who
have made a profound difference in
their field and we need to think about
how we can be that next step.

When we talk
about the power
to change things,
I think the marketing agency is
a boundless
potential for
change.
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tion from the Eurocentric society
around them." she said. The hyphen
eventuall y transcended into negative
connotation , but later becomes a
source of pnde and identity. Earlier
in the day. speaking with Spanish and
Latin American studies students,
Garcia said that her identity is something she figures out every day at her
desk. She described her own personal "hyphen" as a New York-Cuban
living in California.
But . in an age where 20 million
people in the United States are of
multiracial descent, a number projected to be 102 million by 2050,
"the hyphen is usually no longer
enough," Garcia said. In 2000, for
the first time, the U.S. Census questionnaire allowed people to choose
more than one option for race.
"Before it was just one," she said
"Leaving multiracial people invisible
and unaccounted for."
Historically, the discussion of race
has centered on black and white, but
"the reality on the street has been more
complex and fluid and our language
needs to encompass it," she said, quoting Mexican-American journalist
Richard Rodriquez. "Mixed-race marriages, cross-race adoptions and multiracial families are challenging the
etlinic definition of which the nation

cultural significance
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Wednesday, Nov. 5: live broadcast from Pulver Pavilion!
Friday, Nov. 7: IPlay dodgeball tournament featuring music from WMHB1
Saturday, Nov. 8: live broadcast of FOOTBALL vs. BOWDOIN (get there
early for free WMHB -giveaways!)
Wednesday, Nov. 12: Concert featuring The Native Americans and Tho
Wounded Soldiers (Lo-Po, 9pm. Prizes from WMHB & LuzlCare!)
C0"11"* »°on: CMI Discourse On-Air, live WMHB broadcasts from the Pub,
¦brand-new website, and more! Join the email list at vAvw.wmhb.org.
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Wa">""'"> 89-7™ <**>**°"n ""dent-run radio station and
Central Maine's only choice for alternative music! With tho help of over
100 volunteer Oils, we broadcast live 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, at
89.7FM and online at www.wmhb.org.
WMHB

WMHB plays NEW music In all genres, from alternative rock to techno to
blues to world to hlp^iop. We also feature weekly community and public
affairs programming.
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-FM Radio: tune your radio to 89.7FM (listen In your carl)
*
Online: visit www.wmhb.org and listen In a number ol streaming formats
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-ITunes: select -Radio' and click on 'College. ' We're listed under 'WMHB'
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: ANDREW BOLDUC '10

t

COURTESY OF ALEX BASSETT

Bolduc is especially proud of his modesty about his array of talent.

Bolduc well-known for
humor on and off stage
By ALEX BASSETT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Andrew Bolduc '10 has the
strength of twenty men; he can also
mm into either a bat or a wolf at will.
He claims to have slept with more
than 20,000 women. Andrew Bolduc
also requested that I begin this article
with those statements , to better
impress his "fans."
Andrew Stephen Bolduc. bom and
raised in Maine, is a man of many
talents. A member of Broadway
Musical Review, Colby Improv and
Powder and Wig, Bolduc seems to
have both an affinity and a gift for
performing. Anyone who has gone to
see a play, an Improv show, or a performance of BMR in the past two and
half years will likely instantly recognize Bolduc 's boyish, ever-cnthusiasnc face. Bolduc has become
something of a mainstay in the performing arts at Colby, acting, singing,
and Improv-ing his way in the campus ' collective consciousness.
A double major in government
md French , Bolduc might at first
iome across as an unlikely candidate
tor such things. With regard to his
majors, however, he says that they
are his attempt to get a broad, multitaccted
education—though
he
.idmits he's not entirely sure what he
¦ ¦onId do with a background in government. "French, though. French
lust rocks," he says.
Bolduc is unable to remember the
precise moment that the performing
bug bit him. His first substantial role
came in third grade, when he was
cast as George Washington in his
class 's take on the Revolutionary
War. "I had to convince Betsy Ross
to make a flag," Bolduc recalls.
"And then 1 crossed the Delaware in
a cardboard boat. It was kind of a
big deal." Bolduc isn 't able to easil y put into words why, ever since
then , he has found performing in
any of his various outlets so satisfying. "I get a visceral thrill and an
adrenaline rush from seeing people
enjoy the performances," he says.
Plus , it 's just fun."
Bolduc declines to say whether he
prefers doing Improv, plays, or BMR
over any of the others. He points out
that each has its merits and is distinctly different from anything else.
Like , with BMR," he says. "I don 't
ibink I' m a great singer, but it 's an
enormous amount of fun and the
¦ ither people doing it are great."
Micro's no denying, however, that
whatever the medium , Bolduc is
largely known for being one thing
ibove all else: funny.
Humor, that elusive ingredient
many think they possess but few
ictually do, is tough to come by,

according to Bolduc. Humor is
secreted from a gland located
between your tailbone and your
hypodermis," he says. "Humor can
build up in a person's body. Have
you ever seen someone with swollen
lips? That 's humor building up
because they haven't told a joke for a
while." In all seriousness, however,
Bolduc says that being funny just
comes from being quick on your feet,
combined with a certain lack of caring about your image. Citing the
barely-there costume he wore for his
recent turn as the cross-dressing Dr.
Frank N. Furter in Powder and Wig's
production of The Rocky Horror
Show, Bolduc says simply, "You
have to be pretty comfortable with
yourself to do stuff like that."
When asked to name some of his
role models in the world of comedy
or acting, Bolduc pauses and thinks
for a long moment. "George Carlin.
David Cross and Bob Oedenkirk, the
creators of Mr. Show (an irreverent
sketch-comedy program), are brilliant. Tom Selleck, of course. He
looks at me seriously. "And Keanu
Reeves, for his integrity and dedication to the craft of acting."
Considering that a used tea bag has a
wider range of emotions than
Reeves, it would be fair to assume
that he is joking.
Performing, according to Bolduc,
is not terribly difficult. He points out
that whenever you're surrounded by
a group of people you tend to perform to a certain degree, to create a
persona for yourself. It 's often done
unintentionally. Doing it onstage in
front of a larger group is just crafting
a character in a different atmosphere. And , if all of the things he
does onstage weren 't enough,
Bolduc this year also started the
Film Club, a group dedicated to
making student-produced films.
He 's always loved the Red Eye
Cinema Festival , held every
JanPlan , but didn 't think it was
enough. "I wished there was an
avenue other that one day for students to make and show their
films ," he says. Thus, the new club
was hatched.
In his everyday life, however,
Bolduc tries not to let the popularity
of his onstage antics get to his head.
"I'm such a humble person. I'm like,
the third or fourth most humble person in the world," he says with a
grin. "I'm more humble than Mother
Teresa, God rest her eternal soul."
Bolduc possesses that rare gift
where he can make just about anything funny, whether it be in the
form of a play, song, skit , or even
(as this interviewer can personally
attest) an insult. That is indeed a
rare thing.
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As always, things seem a bit desperate on Wisteria Lane
By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Life on Wisteria Lane never seems quite right. Rather it is often
straight up insane. Since season one Desperate Housewives has been
narrated by the woman who commits suicide in the first episode as she
shares the stories of the friends she left behind in the neighborhood. The
show covers every story done before—affairs, sex tapes , pregnant teens
and revenge—but somehow with a new twist every week.
As usual . Season Five opened up with a new character whose mysterious nature keeps many characters guessing. Immediately set five
years after Season Four ended , the show looks completely different.
Susan and Mike are divorced , Edie is married, Bree has a cookbook
coming out and {Catherine is struggling between being a grandmother
and wanting her sex life back. Furthermore, Lynette and Tom's children
have grown up a bit and to say they are trouble is an understatement.
It 's confusing, it 's messy—and yet so excellent.
To watch and truly enjoy the show, one must accept its satirist nature
and complete mockery of white suburbia. While highly exaggerated,
the show hits the nail on the head when it comes to portraying the ignorance and delusion of the suburbs. Having grown up in the extremely
white and homogeneous suburbs, I feel authorized to make that assertion. In Desperate Housewives there is no exterior world. The entirety
of the characters ' existence takes place on Wisteria Lane. It 's completely shallow and the characters represent exaggerated archetypes of
human personality.
So why do I like it? The lines and dialogue are sharp and funny, and
the exaggeration of the characters creates its own level of hilarity.
Writers for the show leave viewers with no choice but to make fun of
themselves or the suburbs. With freshly manicured lawns, houses with
matching trim and neighborhood drama overly tacky lawn decor , it
can 't help but remind those of us who grew up in particular suburbs of
the over-the-top unnecessary drama we partook in. Women in the show
get married, divorced and married again. And the men do the same. It 's
so ridiculous that when you then see it in the people around you, it
makes you think twice where you may have not done so before.

THGNSHXR COM

Desperate Housewives has aired f o r f ive successful seasons now.

If you are unable to watch the show and see the satire in it, then I recommend finding another show on a Sunday night. While some of the
plot lines over the past few years have been less than enjoyable , the
show as a whole delightfully makes fun on the suburbia lifestyle.
Desperate Housewives does not strike me as a show that anyone is
meant to take seriously. Its exaggerated stance makes the sexual, racial
and gender stereotypes that much more clear and through that—clearly
ignorant. You are missing the point if you don 't see the satire behind the
show. And perhaps 1 am wrong, and it wasn 't written as a satire and the
writers behind it are as ignorant as their characters. But for me, it makes
me laugh every time I go back to the suburbs and see the similarities. It
makes me want to change it and not live on a block where I am so zoned
into my own world that my neighbors ' fountain is the most offensive
thing I am aware of.

o Tensions build as fantasy book series nears the end
o By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

X)

For the past few months I have been
immersed in the world of Terry
Goodkind through his Sword of Truth
series. While I imagined myself reading
through the series in its entirely and
reviewing the final book, I have decided
to pause and review the tenth novel,
Chainfire. This book comes right before
the final book which I can only hope can
bring everything together. While I have
read other books over the past few
months as well, my reading base has
TERRVGOOOKINO.COM
been primarily in Goodkind's work since
Chai n f i tv. tenth book in series.
I first started the series last May.
Of course part of the need to read on
is the desire for a conclusion to a long fought battle in the novels.
However, more than that, Goodkind's characters became people I
thought about day to day. My relationship to characters in the novel
grew stronger and stronger and reading became a way to rescue them
from the tough situations they often felt. While Goodkind's novels fall
into the fantasy genre, the characters are all too real. Despite having
magic on their side, they face real human dilemmas—moral crisis, love,
hate and trust. Their lives become entangled in a plot and it is their
undying strength that propels them through what might be the end of
the world as they know it.
What Goodkind does best is weave philosophical ideas through the
plot in an ultimate fight for freedom. In his words you can see manifestations of our own history and present. Scenes will bring readers
back to remembering their study of the Holocaust or to the present
knowledge of a war against those who fight against freedom. Goodkind

presents a world on the brink of disaster that is all too similar to our
own. His heroic character, Richard , leads his empire in a war against
men who want to take away their right to their own life. He rights men
who do not believe in individuality because life is only the passage to
the afterlife , which is the goal. Fighting to preserve the ideals of the
Creator and dying for that cause is the ultimate reward for the men that
Richard fights.
Of course over the past ten of eleven books there is repetition , which
has been much of the critique against the books. However, while this
repetition is admittedly frustrating at times, the overall push of the
novel is not how often Richard is separated from the woman he loves,
or how often he finds himself captured by another enemy, but instead
his undying will to live. Many times in the novels I find myself thinking, "My God , if that were me I would not be able to make it," but
Richard never gives up. He fights every time, the further he is pushed
down the higher he stands up. He endures more than anyone should
have to endure, yet he believes life is worth living. He is a man endlessly fighting for an ideal that may never come to light in his lifetime.
Goodkind forces readers to look for the ideal in their own lives. He
forces the questions of what fights we choose to fight even when they
seem hopeless. His overriding theme in the novels continues to be that
no one can tell another how to live life, that one 's life is one 's own. And
he challenges readers as to what that life should look like. However in
the first book he poses an interesting quandary, which stuck with me
throughout the entire novel: When two sides war, both believe they are
in the right. While seemingly obvious , this notion must affect the way
anyone fights any battle , injustice or wrongdoing. One side may clearly see the other as incorrect and morally inferior, but it remains important to remember that what is often at stake is ideas, and it is these ideas
that people so strongly support that they will die for them.

Movieowesthanks to soundtrackforholdingaudienceto end

1
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By Meghan Moynlhan, contributing writer

There is a point toward the middle of Disney 's High School Musical tion for a scholarship to Julliard , prom and more drama for everyone's
3: Senior Year that made me realize that I am way too old for these favorite couple, Troy and Gabriella. Their latest relationship woes
movies. Torn about the future of his relationship with quintessential girl come from Gabriella 's early admission to Stanford, which for some
next door, Gabriella (Vanessa Hudgens), and unsure about where to go reason that only Disney can explain , means that she is required to move
to college, East High's prized athlete Troy Bolton finds himself stand- into college before even graduating from high school. And yes, this
ing on a basketball court, singing lines like "I don 't know where to go/ means that she will have to skip both prom and the school's musical.
On top of all of this , Troy is left questioning
what 's the right team?/ I want my own thing/
whether to follow his father 's plan and go to
so bad I want to scream," as CGI basketballs
college
for basketball , or do what he wants,
rain down all around him. Moments later,
and go to a school for singing and acting.
Troy is singing in a rotating room, the walls
While the soundtrack never quite reaches
spinning around him as he slides up and
the heights of the first Hig h School Musical
down. As the song comes to an end with Troy
("Breaking Free" will always be a classic to
screaming in confusion, all of the elementary
me), High School Musical 3' s soundtrack
school kids in the rows around me were teardoes contain the catchy songs that have
ing up. I was laughing.
made the franchise popular. Memorable
I' m ashamed to admit it , but yes, I did go
songs are "Now Or Never," set at Troy 's
see High School Musical 3: Senior Year. I
final basketball game, and "The Boys Are
don 't know what I was expecting, but walkBack," Troy and Chad's (Corbin Bleu) junking into the theater, I was hoping to see it
yard
dance-off, both of which have made it
packed full of college-aged kids like
DISNEY GO.COs;
myself—or at least high schoolers. Instead, 1 Movie doesn\quite capture audiencelike thef irsttwo. onto my iPod. Others, like "High School
Musical" (complete with such quality lyrics
found myself sandwiched between a group
of elementary school children there for a
as "I just hope the rest of my life/ can feel as
birthday party, a fact which probably should have clued me in to what good as my high school musical" and "High school goes on forevei
I should expect.
more") never quite break from their free Disney cliches.
High School Musical 3: Senior Year may not be the best movie that
Don 't get me wrong—I love the first High School Musical. Zac
Efron? Catchy songs? Synchronized dancing? It really couldn 't get I' ve ever seen , but if you accept it for what it is , Disney 's sugar-coatmuch better. But unfortunately, this edition of Disney 's hit musical ed look at the high school experience , the song and dance numbers
are catchy enough to carry it through to the end. As cheesy as some
franchise just didn 't quite cut it.
High School Musical 3: Senior Year is the story of Troy Bolton (Zac parts of the movie are , anything that has a soundtrack that has been
Efron) and company 's final year at East High. In between singing and stuck in my head for over a week is well worth the price of admission.
dancing in their school musical, the story is complicated by competi- (**, 112 min.)
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Lyvers. a first-year on the Mules' men 's soccer
team , led Colb> in scoring without sta rting a
single game. He netted seven goals on 23
shots with one assist in the Mules ' 08 campaign, and had two game-winning goals. In
Colby's game at Tufts on Sept. 13. Lyvers
scored with just four seconds left in the
game 's second overtime to lift the Mules to a
2-1 victory. For his performance, he was named
NESCAC Player of the Week.
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Logan Kin g '09
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Meredith Lawler '09
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Lawler has led the team in kills per set for the
last three years—this season finishing with
over 270 kills total. She has not only been the
Mules ' "go-to " player but she has also stepped
up and played a couple of different positions ,
depending on what the team needed at the
time. Coach Parent describes Lawler as "an extremely hard worker, both in-season and out of
season . Through it all. she has always been a
great leader and the epitome of a team player."
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Jenny Lawrence '09

Lawrence was the Mules' most consistent
player and court leader this season. She finished her volleyball career as Colby's all-time
leader in both assists and aces—she reached
over 4.000 assists, which far surpassed the
previous career assist record of 3.716. Then on
Oct. 8 Lawrence broke the aces school record
by topping 310 career aces. "In short, she is
the best setter to play here at Colby." Head
Coach Candice Parents said of Lawrence.
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Alex Chin '09

A senior captain. Chin won the A flight doubles with partner Bryan Brown at the Middlebury tournament. In the ensuing
Intercollegiate Tennis Association tournament. the doubles team was ranked third .
As a team it is ranked 11th in doubles in the
region. In Colby 's win over USM on Oct. 3.
Chin and B.-own easily dispatched their opponents 8-1. nelping the Mules ' win their
only home match of the fall season.
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Lexi Bohonnon '10

A fixture in the back this season for the Mules, Bohonnon started all 15 games there after playing in the midfield last year.The juniorfrom Madison.CT made a
seamtess transition, stifling her opponents and helping
build the attack. Though she did not registerany official
goals or assists, as is frequently thecase with defenders. her ability to distribute the ball to open teammates
helpedColby create numerous scoring chances
throughout the season. As one of four rising seniors,
the team will look to her for leadership next season.
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Brya n Brown '09

A senior co-captain and doubles partner with
Alex Chin '09 , Brown has been a consistent
and top performer for Colby. With Chin . Brown
won the A flight doubles tournament at Middlebury. They beat teams from Bowdoin College .
Skidmore College , and Williams College on the
way. Bryan is also ranked 15 in singles in the
region. In the Wallach Invitational held at
Bates. Brown reached the quarterfinals in the
A flight singles.
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Andy Rosengarten '12
Rosenga
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r ten , a first year outside hitter on the volplayer in the Mules ' fall
leyball teamIn, was a key
the Hall of Fame Classic held at
campaign.
Mount Holyoke
six
College, Rosengaartern finished
with
kills , 11digs and three aces in two
games in Colby's SO (25-13, 25-22, 25-14) win
over Westfield State. In the match against Gordon
College, Rosengaten had six kills in three games.
She was named to the All-Tournament Team.
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Heather Quadir '11

Quadir was one half of thedynamicduo leadingthe
Cofcy offense this season. She andher teammate
Meryl Poulin steppedupas sophomoresto fill theoftensivevoidleft byinjuriesto lastseasonsleading scorer
Snediker. Overa fivegame stretrtthraj^h the middle of
the seasonQuadir recorded 9 goals and six assists,
leading Cofcy to dominatingwinsagainstUME Husson
and Thomas College. In thesethree games,Quadir
recorded two goalseachagainstHusson and UME as
well as a hat trick and anassist againstThomas.
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Meryl Poulin '11

Poulin competed theformidable Colbyfronted
tweenthe two of them,theywereresponsfete for 17
goals out of a teamtotalof 36. Theyalso recorded 17
assists, mostly one to the other. AgainstThomas, Poulin
set up berteammate twice out of her three goals, as well
as scoring one herself, while against Husson the pair
traded easily each contributingan assist to theothers
goal. We can leek forwardto seeingmoreofthis ircrecSble timing and intjuitjon next yearwhenthis sophomore
partnership returnsto tormenting NESCAC defenses.
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Chris Copeland '09

Returning to the team after an injury last
season , cornerback Copeland was a key
defensive leader for the Mules. He was
second on the team with 54 tackles while
playing almost every down of all eight
games. As the team 's leading pass defender Copeland broke up six passes and
intercepted three to solidify the secondary
and keep opponents off of the scoreboard ,
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Afterstartrngin the central midfield last year,the
3 underunder
sized Del Guercio moved to the center back position
srtjon toto
help solidify the defense. Known for her technical
al at*
at*
ity withtheball, she started all 15 games, and£although she did not tally anygoals or assists, did
1
manageten shots on goal and createdseveral
darger
dangerous opportunities with her accuratefree kicks.\ A
rising
rising
junior, the Parsippany, NJ native will be bracedito
make
make
a major impact againnext season after neverlissing
missing
a start in her first two collegiate seasons. .
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Tom Daley '09

The senior safety and cc-captain was instrumental
tot(the Colby defense, Daley racked up five fumble
rl
recoveries
and an interception to lead the team in
i
l
takeaways
this season. He also added 46 tackles
a layed out several huge hits to break up
and
passes.
For his performance in Colby's 16-13 win
P
over
° Hamilton, in which he had an interception, a
fumble
recovery,
and recorded six tackles, Daley
*
vms
* honored as the NESCAC and ECAC Northeast
Division
c
III co-Defensive Player of the Week.
_
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Sam Handler '09

Senior defensive end Handler was relentless in pursuit of the quarterback, with five and a half sacks
m& e\g\t games as well as six pass
tosshurries. He
!ed y^ team ^fr, nine ^^^ for
and was a
tey pan- of ttie stou, defensive line. In Colby's 1710 loss at Tufts, the senior blocked a Jumbos' 37yard field goal atttempt to keep the game
scoreless in the first half. Handler was a large part
of ^g reason that Colby's rush defense was ranked
thirdbest in the conference this season,
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Mike Bienkowski '10

Bienkowski , the team 's only junior, was the
Mules' lead runner at the Maine State Championships , covering the 8-kilometer course in
28:08.51, good for 33rd place overall. At the
NESCAC Championships held at Pineland
Farms in New Gloucester, Maine, Bienkowski
finished 81st overall, with an 8-kilometer time
of 28:05. At the Williams Purple Valley Classic
on Sept. 27 , Bienkowski covered the 8-kilometer course in a time of 29:31.
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Chris DeRoo '09

Deroo is one of three seniors on the team. He
has been the Mules' top finisher in every race
except for the Maine State Championships
and the Williams Purple Valley Classic. Notable performances include his team-best
80th-place finish at the NESCAC Championship and his 27th overall finish at the
UMass-Dartmouth Invitational held on Sept.
20. At Dartmouth , DeRoo covered the 8-kilometer course in 27:13.
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It was a breakout year in goal for the Kanata,
Canada
Canada
AC in In
resident Pisani finished second in the NESCAC
saves
saves
saves (83. one behind the leader), and first in
per game (6.38). She also posted shutoutsnin
the
the
tje,
-ACHe,
Mules' two NESCAC wins and their one NESCAC
helping them reach the playoffs after a oneyearab
arab
earn
sence. Her consistency in the net helped her
eam
coNESCAC player of the week honors for the
week
week0 of
'
a streak
September 22nd, and at one point she heldistreak
of 295 consecutive scoreless minutes.

Snediker was easily the comeback player of
g year for 2008, working her way back from
the
A reconstruction in just five and a half
ACL
n
months
to play in the last five games of the
season.
s
In those five games Snediker scored
three
t | goals, and her inspiration and leadership
„ invaluable to the Colby team. There is no
were
d
doubt
that Snediker would have been a serious
contender
a
for NESCAC player of the year had
s played for the whole season.
she
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Marden. a junior goalkeeper, anchored Colby's defense in the second half of the season. Marden
"helped turn things around after he took over the
starting job midway through the season ." said
Coach Serjenian. Marden only allowed six goals
in nine games played this season. He led the
NESCAC in save percentage (.854) and was 2nd
in goals against average (0.82). Marden stepped
up big against Williams and Conn in back-to-back
shutouts, recording 210 minutes without a goal.
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King, a starting midfielder for the Mules , controlled the middle of the field. King was "a fine
distributor and dangler - and "clever dangerous
in the center midfield . scoring some key goals."
said Coach Serjenian. One of those goals ineluded his game winning free kick against Bowdoin. King added a team high four assists to
go with his two goals to give him eight points
on the season , which was good for third on the
team.
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Milaschewski . a senior captain for the Mules .
led the team to its best record (7-6-1) since
1998. In the 1-0 Conn College victory. Milaschewski scored the game winning goal on a
cross coming up from his center back position
on defense. Tom was one of three players to
start every game this year for the Mules.
Coach Mark Serjenian said that Milaschewski
was a "team leader in every respect." and " a
great presence in the air on defense."
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Wagner, the senior captain for the Mules, was the
team 's leader all season and posted the Mules'
secondhest score at the annual CBB Championships, shooting an 86. At the Colby Classic held
at Waterville Country Club on Sept. 21, Wagner and
teammate Charlie Diamond '12 tied for the team's
best score, posting a collectve 79 in the best ballscrambte-alternate shot format. His lowest round of
the season came on Saturday at NESCACs, held at
Middlebury, where the captain shot an 81.
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Sam Rouleau '10
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Emma Linhard '11

Linhard, one of three sophomores on the team,
Rouleau, one of three juniors on the team,
was
rvas
added a surge of energyto the Mules' squad early
the Mules' most consistent golfer this fall.AtAt
the
t season. She was Colby's lead runner at the
the
this
Sid Farr Invitational . Rouleau shot a 78 tosad
lead
I
UMass
Dartmouth-Shriners Invitational, the Open
Colby and finish fifth overall on the leaderboard,
f England Championships, and the Maine State
>ardt
New
while at the annual CBB Championships, the
jun(
ejurv
Championship,
which she earned All-State honors.
ior carded an 84 (including a 39 on the back
nine)
k nine)
At/the NESCAC Championships , Linhard was third
to lead the Mules. Rouleau shot a 168 (over
;r 3636
forf the team and 20th overall. Coach Debra Aftken
holes), a 182. and an 85 (18 holes) at the
; expects
t
Linhard to make a strong contribution at
NESCAC Qualifying Tournament, the MaineState
State
t NCAA Division III New England Regionals.
the
Championships and UMF Invitational, respectively.
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Kat Gravel '10

Gravel is one of four juniors on the cross
country team. She was the Mules' top runner
at the Williams Invitational and second team
runner at the UMass Dartmouth-Shriners Invitational at the NESCAC Championships. At
the Maine State Championships Gravel
earned All-State Honors. Gravel has been
praised by her team for her persistence and
highly consistent performances.
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Cassie Knight '10

Knight, a junior, has always paced her seasons
like a veteran. She performs her best at the
season 's latest and most important races. She
was the team 's third runner for the Open New
England Championship and the Maine State
Championships, where she earned All-State
Honors. Knight launched herself to the top of
the roster at the NESCAC Championship, where
she placed 17th.
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Andy Maguire '11

Maguire , one of four sophomores on the team ,
is easily the Mules ' most improved runner. He
has consistently been in the top three of the
varsity team. Maguire is expected to make
great contributions to re-building cross-country
in the next two years , and looks to improve his
times in the winter and indoor track season ,
where he will continue to run distance events.
At the UMass-Dartmouth Invitational, Maguire
covered the 8-kilometer course in 27:47.
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Women's cross country
takes sixth at ECACs

FOOTBALL

Mule harriers
outkick NESCAC
rival Tuf ts in /?./.
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Running back Dan Prunier '10 jukes Bowdoin defender James Lathrop in Saturdays 20-6 loss. The Polar Bears won their third straight CBB title.

Bowdoin bears down on Mules
Colby can 7 pull
through in last
game, f alling 20-6
By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday Colby football finished
its season with its rivalry contest
against Bowdoin College. The team
"came out fast but couldn 't sustain,"
noted Head Coach Ed Mestieri, as the
team fell to the Polar Bears 20-6. The
win completed Bowdoin's third straight
CBB series title and left a sour note on
an up-and-down season for the Mules.
Nick Kmetz ' 12 marshaled the offense on Colby 's opening possession
and went 4-4 to set up a 29 yard
touchdown run by Dan Prunier * 10 to
give the Mules an early 6-0 lead.
With its strength on defense, the team
looked as if it had a firm grip on the
game from the early stages. However,
it was unable to sustain this promising performance. Kmetz injured his
ankle on the drive and was forced to
the sidelines as Patrick Bums ' 11 en-

tered the game in relief. However, he
could not connect with his receivers
on the Mules ' second drive of the
game after the defense forced a three
and out. The lead held up into the second quarter when an interception by
Matt Leotti set up a 34 yard field goal
by Nolan McNair to cut the defecit
to 6-3- Later, with Bowdoin driving
with three first downs, Tom Daley
'09 recovered a fumble by quarterback Oliver Kelt and the Mules took
over with good field position at their
own 39-yard line. The good fortune
would not continue, however, as
Kmetz returned to the game but committed a fumble of his own to halt the
drive. The offense was crippled by
the injury as it "limited his mobility
and reduced our offensive options ,"
Mestieri said. The Polar Bears took
over with just under three minutes remaining in the half, and on this occasion the stout defense was unable to
contain the solid attack from Bowdoin , as Kell found a receiver in the
end zone for a four-yard touchdown
pass and a 10-6 lead heading into the
locker rooms.
The defense came out in the second
half with a regained fire and forced a

fourth down incompletion as Rich
Newton ' 11 batted down Kell's pass
on the opening possession. Colby
strung together three first downs to
drive to the Bowdoin ten-yard line , but
Kmetz could not find receiver Matt
Hellingcr *11 on third down. Victor
Gagne '09, a solid performer for the
Mules all season, came out to attempt
a 27-yard field goal, but could not put
the ball through, as the offense walked
away with no points on the drive.
Bowdoin then unleashed a relentless
80-yard drive as Kell went 4-6 passing and rushed for 31 of his 92 on the
day, including a six-yard touchdown
scamper to put the Bears ahead 17-6
at the outset of the fourth quarter.
Now trailing by two scores, the
Mules came out throwing on their
next possession. The team has
struggled through the air all season,
and this occasion would prove no
different. Kmetz fell victim to tight
pass coverage as he threw an interception at the 48-yard line. The
Polar Bears took the ball inside the
red zone before the Colby defense
forced a 14-yard field goal that put
Bowdoin up 20-6. Colby had one
more shot to close the gap but

Kmetz threw three consecutive incompletions and the Mules turned
the ball over on downs to end their
hopes at a share of the CBB.
The team, especially the seniors,
took the loss with disappointment.
Chris Copeland , who had a crucial
first hal f interception , spoke for his
classmates: "to lose at home to end
the season to the Polar Bears is about
as tough as it can get for us."
The Mules jumped out to three
early season wins and brought a 32 record to the first game of the
CBB. That game was a comp lete
letdown as turnovers proved a
menace and allowed the previously winlcss Bobcats to edge out
a win. The Mules then held tough
with a solid Tufts team but could
not sustain its first-possession momentum in this game against Bowdoin to play the spoiler in the
CBB. Mestieri commended his
team 's efforts through adversity
this season : "This was a fine group
of young men to work with , particularly the 20 seniors . Despite
our late season difficulties , this
group was responsible for changing the attitude of our team."

SPORTS FEATURE

Evaluatingthe state of Colby athletics
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Every eight years, the United
States holds two presidential elections, the Federation Internationale de
Football Association (FIFA) puts on
two World Cups, four cities host
Olympic Games, and—here on
Mayflower Hill—the College reviews its Athletic Department.
Thus , the time came this fall for
the department 's first review since
2000, when the College 's football
team finished 7-1 and won its first
New England Small College Athletic Conference title , sharing the
championship with Amherst College and Middlebury College.
However , the concept of reviewing
athlef ;cs at the College , unlike that
champ ionship season , was certainly not new.
In 1980, under President Bill Cotter,
the Overseers Visiting Committee Program was instituted to provide occasions for periodic review of
departments and programs at the College. Visiting committees are usually
made up of two "overseers"—which
are often alumni—and two faculty
members from comparable programs at
other liberal arts colleges.
The committees review Academic Departments at the College every eight years , which
means that in addition to Athletics , this year 's slate includes Sociology, East Asian Studies ,
Admissions and Financial Aid
and Music , all to be (or already
having been) visited by an overseeing committee.

Yet before the reviewing com- Nov. 2 and spent three days intermittee even arrives , each depart- viewing every coach , speaking with
ment does a self-study that allows many captains and getting tours of the
for the visiting committee to ade- athletic facilities.
quately assess it on its own terms.
On the last day of their visit, the
This part of the process is intensely
members of the committee had breakintrospective; it is the point a)
fast with President WilliamAdams, met
which departments ask themselves with Athletic Director Marcella Zalot,
questions like: what are we trying and began working on its findings and
to accomplish? What are our re- recommendations. In addition , at this
sources? And ultimately, how are time, the members usually agree upon
we deploying them? This report
drafting assignments for the final rethen goes to the members of the port. Before departing, the committee
Overseer Visiting
meets with the
Committee before
Dean of Faculty at
their
trip
to
lunch to provide a
Mayflower Hill.
preliminary report
For Athletics, the
of their findings.
Overseers Visiting
According to
Committee came to
Zalot, the visit went
spend three days on
well. "We talked
campus from Novemabout a variety of
ber 2-4. The Committopics
including
tee
comprised
staffing,fecilitiesand
overseers
Robert
our work with adBruce '59. who played
missions," she said.
football at the College
"We still have some
and was president of
major facilityneeds
WidenerUniversity in
with the fieldhouse
Wilmington Delaware
and die pool. We
from 198 1-2001, and
have made some
Jan Magyar *7I , who
nicegainsin this area
Marcella Zalot but these two faciliserved as chair of the
Athletic
Director
Alumni Council at the
ties m particularneed
College until 1999.
iniprovernent. We
Linda Moulton.
have some issues
the Athletic Director at Clark Univer- withstaffingtoo. Thenicething about havsity in Worcester, Massachusetts, and ing outside folks review the deportment is
John Biddiscombe, the Athletic Direc- they will have some thoughts on areas wc
tor at Wcsleyan University, served as needto irnproveupon that we didn't even
consultants on the committee as out- realize we could improveupon."
side experts in the field
Now that the committee has visThese four members of the com- ited the Athletic Department at the
mittee arrived on Sunday night of College, the waiting game is on. In-

We still have
some major
facility needs with
the fieldhouse
and the pool. We
have made some
nice gains...but
these two
facilities need
improvement.

deed , within the next six weeks, the
chair , with the support of the other
members of the visiting committee,
prepares a full report that addresses
the points covered in the guidelines
that follow. Normally, the committee submits this report to the president before six weeks have passed.
The report is then shared with all
members of the department or program and any College committees
that oversee a part of the department 's operation. The Athletic Department and the Dean of Faculty
prepare responses to the report after
discussion with the faculty in the
department and appropriate College
committees. Then , these responses,
together with the original report, are
submitted to the Educational Policy
Committee of the Board of Trustees
for its comments and observations,
with copies given to all trustees.
The chair of the visiting committee,
the overseer committee chair, and Athletic Director then usuallyjoin the Board
committee for discussion of the report.
Still, "1 thought wc had a very strong
Overseers Committee," said Zalot.
"They were engaged, thoughtful and
very experienced. We are always looking for ways to improve so I'm excited
to see what they have to say, both about
the current strengths of the department
and where we can do better."
For the Athletic Department, the results of the report will not be released
until April 2009. In the meantime, Admissions and Financial Aid and Music
will be reviewed as well.
The Echo will publish an article on
the report s f indings and recommendations in April 2009, as soon as the
results are made available

It was a great trip for experience 's
sake and the guys had a great time "
Zach Currier ' I I was the team '1,
top performer. Despite a crowded and
slow course, he managed to blitz the
8-kilometcrs and sneak by the 30minute barrier. His final time was 29
By PAT BAGLEY
minutes and 59 seconds, which was a
STAFF WRITER
personal best for an 8k. George
French *12 finished 15 seconds beThe Eastern College Athletic Con- hind Currier, taking 177th place.
ference championships occurred last
The rest of the men followed
weekend at Colt State Park in Bris- Austin Duncanson '12 who took
tol, Rhode Island. The women's team 207th place with a time of 30:52
secured 6th place out of 42 teams William Supple '12 (31:07) scored
and the men took 35th from a field 215th place and Samuel "Sam-Wise
Grant ' 12 hit 225th place in 31:16.
of 48 teams.
"It was a tough race," Currier
"I thought Colby had a good race
overall,"Aneth Laban ' 10 said the day said of the muddy conditions and
after her race. "The course was narrow narrow, overcrowded course. "No
and windy but we got out there fast. I one got results that reflected the
time and hard work that each of us
am happy with Colby 's results."
Aneth's squad
put in throughout
was led by 21stthe fall. Regardless
of how the results
place Robyn St.
look on paper,
Laurent '12, who
onl y good things
charged over the 6kilometer course in
can be taken away
a time of 24 minfrom this season
utes and 36 secand I am excited to
onds. Greta Wells
see what this team
' 11 dashed across
will be capable of
the finish line just
in the future."
five seconds after
Both the men 's
and women's teams
St. Laurent for
24th place. And
rested their topseven harriers, as
Laban was four
seconds off St.
they took this weekend to prepare for
Laurent for 26th
place. Jessica Multhe
upcoming
NCAA Division III
taney '11 (63rd
Jared Beers Regional Champiplace , 25:39) and
Men's Head Coach
Colleen Kenny '12
onships. Women 's
coach Debra Aitken
(119th ,
26:52)
expects that a numlocked down the
rest of the top five scoring positions.
ber of her runners should place ver>
The women amassed 244 points well in this race and that it may help
for 6th place. They managed to beat the team advance to NCAA Division
10th place Tufts University, yet the III Nationals.
Mules were bested exclusively by New England
Small College Athletic Conference rivals. Indeed,
Williams College dominated
the event with an impressively slim score of 23
points. The Ephs held the individual race winner in addition to placing all of their
harriers in the top ten. Runner-up Amherst College also
did particularly well as the
Lord Jeffs scored onl y 75
points. Middlebury College
(3rd, 104 points), Connecticut College (4th 217 points)
and the state-rival Bates
College (5th , 228 points)
also managed to sneak
ahead of Colby.
The men 's team, which
consisted of only five firstyears and one sophomore,
viewed its competition as a
way of developing its racing
muscles for the bright seasons to come. "All of the
freshmen ran smart races,"
RL£ PHOT.
Head Coach Jared Beers
said, "but they seemed tired. The Mules now preparef o r NCAA Regionals

All of the
freshmen ran
smart races, but
they seem tired.
It was a great
trip for
experience's
sake and the
guys had a great
time.
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The Echo 2008-2009 Winter Sports Preview

